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THIS WEEK- - - - 'lost Boy' of Sudan
to speak at UMSl
John Bul Dau will discuss how he was forced
to leave Suk County in
Sudan as a child at 7 p.m.
in the J.e. Penney auditorium.
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INSIDE

Candidates squareoff onissues at SCA debate

LITMAG
,

By SARAH O'BRIEN

Assistant News Editor
Candidates for the 2007-2008
Student Government Association executive board gathered in the SGA assembly hall last Thursday for a debate hosted by The Cun-ent.

Candidates were given a minute to
introduce themselves, and then separated into their candidate positions to
answer questions from Adam D.
Wiseman, editor in chief of The

Current.
This year's SGA candidates for the
position of comptroller are Katie
Moore, senior accounting, and Joel

Pottebaum, also a senior in accounting.
Wiseman aimed questions at the comptroller candidates that dealt with the
allocation of money by the Student
Activities Budget Committee.
Neither candidate knew the estimated amount of money dispersed by
SABC, which was over $700,000 this
year, however, Moore guessed that the

amount was over $200,000.
When asked which organizations
deserved the most money, Katie Moore
responded, 'The organizations that help
the greatest amount of students, such as
UPB and Student Govemment."

See DEBATE, page 11

SGA elections will
begin on MyGateway
at midnight
Wed nesday, Apri I 18
and run through midnight Friday, April 20.

Making lit-magic
Check out this year's
Litmag, featuring stories,
poems and photos from
UM-St. Louis students.

CANCER SURVIVORS 'WALK IT OUT' AT RELAY

The Current wins

'Best in State'
The Current was named
" Best in State, " by the
Missouri College Media
Association this weekend .
See page 3

'Booth' is suprising1y
good at PAC

Campus
gears up
for annual
Mirthday
By CANDACE ANDERSON

StajJWriter

See page 8

ON THE WEB

Art students

travel to Utah
Check out a photo gallery
at thecurrentonline.com

Web poll results:
What game show would
you watch for the rest of
your life?

Came Fasiska • MsociI11t J'boIoFdJ!Or

Cancer Survivors take the traditional first lap starting the Relay For Life in the Millennium Student Center.
For more on Relay for Life, check out pages 6 and 7.

A long-tim tradition at UM-Sl.
Louis will continue on Wednesday as
University Program Board host~ the
annual spring carnival known as
Mirthday_ Mirtbday will be held on
April 18 directly in front of the MSC
lakes, in parking lots C and D.
Kimberly Edwards, UPB co-chair,
said Mirthday is a long time tradition
that began in the 19705.
"Mirth means happiness. UPB hosts
the Mirtbday event as a means to relieve
the stress of the student) before finals,"
Edwards said. "It is a day I personally
look forward to. UPB puts a lot vf effort
into the event and it's ex.citing to see
how it all comes together."
Tomer Ben-Yehuda, senior. engineering, says one of the things he looks
forward to on Mirthday is the atmosphe.re.
"It's an event I go to and see. like a
thousand people that I know," BenYehuda said.
UPB co-chair, Tegan Viggers said
Mirthday is an event that "involves the
uninvolved students; practically everyone looks forward to participating."
The campus radio station, The U will
be broadcasting live from the event.

See MIRTHDAY. page 12

SGA assembly inconsolable on Residential Life making
intellectual diversity, parking changes for Fall 2007
By SARAH O'BRIEN

The Price is Right

II
II

Jeopardy
Who wants to be a
Millionaire?
X-treme Hot Potato
Wheel of Fortune

This week's question
What stuffed animal do
you fall asleep with
every night?
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By SARAH O'BRIEN
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Assistant News Editor

Questions over the validity of
House Bill 213, which promotes
"intellectual diversity" on college
campuses, spilled into aggravation at
last Friday's Student Government
Association meeting.
The bill, described as establishing
the "Emily Brooker Intellectual
Diversity Act," would ensure that the
political and philosophical influences
on Missouri state college students
were diverse and not encroaching on
any student's personal convictions.
"HE 213states that there is too liberal of an influence in the universities," said Shanna Carpenter, SGA
comptroller. "Conservative student~
don't feel at horne expressing. their
vie\vs."
The bill would encourage the universitie.s to hire more conservative
professors and administrators.
J ullin Zaloshjna, senior, political
science, said the student after whom
the bill is subtitled, Emily Brooker,
was a UM System student in the sociology department, who, when asked to
write a paper on homosexual marriage
refused, and got a failing grade for not

Assistant /Vews FdUol'

Jheree Coleman, Representative for Black Student· Nurses
Association, voices her concern about parking on south campus.
writing the paper.
In Brooker's case, a waiver had
been signed stating that the students
would not take sides on any subject of
an assignment, and that by forcing
Booker to fail the class, the social
work program was in the wrong.
After failing the course, Erllily
Brooker sued the University of

Missouri system.
"How would they implement
this?" Brian Rails, senior, business
administration asked Nick Koechig,
SGA president, who was presenting
the Intellectual Diversity Act.

See SGA MEETING, page 12

The UM-St. Louis residential halls on
South Campus will be making significant changes to student living arrangements on campus for the 2007-2008
school year.
After Residential Life succeeded in
increasing the residential population by
over 150 students after opening Oak:
Hall, it will institute themed living in that
dorm.
There will be four defined themed
communities, one designated for UM-St.
Louis ' nursing students to "practice what
they're learning in class, and peer teaching," said John Klein, director of residentiallife.
Residential Life is partnering with
other campus organizations, induding
the Office of Student Life, to create solid
programming for the other themed communities: the freshman experience,
women in leadership, global village and
a small honors college group.
Residents under 23 who are living in
other donus will be moved into Oak Hall
for the 2007 -2008 year. However, if they
select their rooms within the process
time, they are being offered their 20062007 room rates.

"We don't want to lose anyone
because of the move," Klein said. "A lot
of people don't want to move to Oak:. so
those who are being displaced will be
able to pay their 07-08 rates."
Seton Hall, presently a two-floor residential hall, will be divided between the
nursing program and 23 years or older
residents. Nursing will use the fl oor for
classrooms.
Villa North, currently the only samesex. hall available, may be used by the
optometry program to house their graduate students, and LeGra~ Hall will be for
temporary guests. Bellerive, currently a
residential hall,
no longer house residents.
"I guess in general I think they should
at least provide options' for the students
that maybe prefer the older style of
rooms and a lot of students a.re thinking
of moving off canlpus if those aren't provided," said Derick Allison, freshman,
biology.
Klein acknowledged that these plans
to keep Provincial House dOlms closed
may not last forever.
"Do I see thi s as how it will be far the
rest of time and eternity? No," Klein
said.

""ill

- .--------
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See RES LIFE, page 12
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ARIANNA STRING QUARTET PERFORMS
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TUESDAY, APRIL 10
STEAUNG OVER $500
UNIVERISIlY MEADOWS
Sometime between April 5 and April 10,
two lap-top computers were stolen from an
ilpar1ment. Both victims indicated that they
were away for the weekend and just discovered the crime. There were no signs of forced
entry and nothing else was missing or disrurbe.ct.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11
STEALING UNDER $500
MARX TWAIN BUILDING
The "victim reported that her jacket and
University keys with her ill card were
stolen. The victim stated that she had left
the keys under the jacket near the track as
she was doing her run. She then went to the
weight room for about 10 minutes and when
she returned, her jacket and keys were gone.
On April 12 the keys and ill card were
turned into lost and fOlmd; however the
jacket was still missing.
Remember tlUlI crime prevention is a
cOlllllll/nityeffort, and anyone having informatioll canceming this or any other incidents should contact the campus police at
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Page Designer
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The Arianna String Quartet performed program three of the ongoing Complete String Quartets of Ludwig van Beethoven,
sunday afternoon at the Touhill Prefoming Arts Center. They will return with the next installment in September.

Stephanie Soleta, Molly Buyat. Erin
McDaniel. Tom Schnable, Rachael Yamnitz,
Andrew Tonner, Tom Bremer, Emily Ogle, Soo
Souriyavongsa, Erin E. Hensley,
Candace Anderson

Staff Photographers

516-5155.

Angela Clouse, Matthew Hill, Jessica Morris

"What's Current" is a free service for all student organizations and campus departments.
Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. the Thursday before pub lication
Space consideration is given to student organizations and is on a first-come, first-served
basis.
We suggest all postings be submitted at least one week prior to the event.
Email event listings to thecu rrent@umsl.ed u.

Your weekly calendar of campus events
MONDAY, APRIL 16

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18

MondayNoon Series

Student life to Present 23rd
Annual Mirthday

Joy Katz, distinguished visiting wTiter in
the Master of Fine ,buts in Creative Writing
program at UM-St. Louis, will read from
her book of poetry "The Garden Room" at
12: 15 p.m. in 229 1.c. Penney Conference
Center. Monday Noon Series events are free
and open to the public. For more information cal] 5699.

Graduate School Research Fair
To celebrate Missouri Graduate School
Week, the Graduate School and Sigma Xi
will co-sponsor the armual Graduate School
Research Fair, to be held from 4:30 to 6 p.m.
in the Century Rooms at the Millennuim
Student Center. Graduate srudents WllJ present their scholarly research and creative work
in poster, multimedia or performance format.
For more information call 5900.

One of Sudan's 'Lost Boys' to
speak at UM-Sl Louis
John Bul Dau will discuss how, as a child
in 1987, he was forced to flee his village in
Duk County in Southern Sudan. The discussion will begin at 7 p.rn. in the auditorium in
the 1.c. Penney Conference Center. Dau,
who emerged as a leader of Sudan's "Lost
Boys," eventually was relocated to the
United States and has become a tireless
advocate for the people of Sudan. He was
recently featured in the award-winning documentary fum "God Grew Tired of Us."
The discussion is free and open to the public. For more information call 7299.

llJESDAY, APRIL 17
Grand Opening of 'The U'
Operators of UM-St. Louis' student
radio station, The U (101.9 FM, invite the
campus to join them to celebrate the official
opening of the new station on the second
floor of the Millennium Student Center. The
event begins at noon in The U studio.
Visitors can meet the staff and explore the
new studio. Light refreshments will be
served in the Center for Student Success,
225 Millennium Student Center. The reception will be followed by dedications. The U
flrst went on the air at its new location on
April 9.

Author to Read from Work
Fiction >,Titer Marshal N. Klimasewiski
will read from and discuss his work at 7 p.m.
in Gallery 210. The event is free and open to
the public, and sponsored by the Master of
Fine Arts in Creative Writing program. Call
5590 for more infOlmation.

Campus Recreation's Mirthday volleyball
games will be held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
the somh lawn of the Millennium Student
Center. The annual drop-in, noncompetitive
games are free and open to the public. All
participants will receive a T-shirt. Teams may
reserve time slots in advance by calling 5326.

THURSDAY, APRIL 19
Youth Violence Prevention
Conference
The six.th annual Youth Violence
Prevention Conference will be held from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the le. Penney Conference
Center. This year's theme is "Prevention
Su·ategies, Minority Perspectives, and
Juvenile Justice System Response." The $35
registration fee includes breakfast and lunch.
The conference is sponsored by the College
of Arts and Sciences, Department of
Criminology and Criminal Justice, Division
of Continuing Education and Des Lee
Collaborative Vision, which provided fmancialassistance for the conference. Call 5974
for more infonnation.

Forum and FashionShow
"Professional Fashion in Action," a
fOlUm and fa,hion show, will be held from
2:30 to 5 p.m. in the Pilot House at the
Millennium Student Center. Interview tips
and what to wear in a professional setting
will be discussed during the fomm. Malaika
Home, director of the Executive Leadership
Institute, will serve as guest speaker. The
event is free and open to the public. The Sue
Shear Institute is holding a clothing drive
April 16 through 18 in conjunction with the
event. Call (314) 435-5464 or e-mail
dornrn@wnsl.edufor more information.

Got a tip for a story or photo opportunity?
Have a correction to re port? Do you have
a question or comment for our staff? Are
you interested in working at The Current?
Please contad us:

All listings use 516 prefixes unless otherwise indicated.

Newsroom

314·5 16-5174

Advertising

314-516-53 16

Business

314-516-5175

Employment

314-516-6810

Fax

314-516-6811

Email I thecurrent@umsl.edu
Mail I 388 M5C

The _3rt! JIlllual Mirthday will begin at 11
am. near the pond - outside the Millennium
Student Center. The celebration wi ll feature
games, airbrush artist, caricature artist, volJeyball tournament, food, carnival ride..<; and
booths from more than 70 university organizations. Local bands will play throughout the
day outside, leading up to the headline conl'ert at the Touhill. California ka-punk group
Goldfinger and Atlanta rapper DJ Unk will
perform at 7 p.m. in the Anheuser-Busch
Performance Hall. Mirthday is free and open
to the public, and sponsored by the Office of
Student Life. Call 5291 for more information.

Mirthday Volleyball

- _. CONTACT US

One University Blvd.
5t. Louis, Missouri 63121
•

rt11 ,
I

CORRECTIONS
In the April 9 issue of The Current, the
following corrections needs to be made:

I

ONTHEWEB - -

1rhr Q:urrrnt
http://www.thecurrentonline.com •

- The 23rd annual Mirthday will be held on Wednesday, April 18 near the ponds
by the Millennium Student Center.

International Photo Contest
Exhibit
The exhibit opening, reception and
awards ceremony for the International Photo
Contest will begin at 4:30 p.m. in Gallery
Visio. Awards will be presented and all contest entries will be on display through May
4. The event is free and open to the public,
and sponsored by the Center for
International Studies. CaU 7299 for more
information.

.'Student Movie Nigbt'
"Student Movie Night" will begin at 5:30
p.rn. in The Pilot House at the Millennium
Student Center. This movie event provides
UMSL students the 0PPOltunity to mingle
with alumni. Free pizza, popcorn arid soda
will be provided. The program is sponsored
by the UMSL Alumni Association's Student
Engagement and Retention Committee. Call
4738 for more information.

FRIDAY, APRIL 20
Gallery 210 to Issue 'Parental
Advisory'
"Parental Advisory," a juried art exhibition featuring works by UMSL students, will
open today in Exhibit Room B at Gallery
210. The exhibit will feature 23 works of art
from 17 UMSL studio art students. The
exhibit is free and open to the public, and
sponsored by the Department of Art and Art
History. An opening reception will be held
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the gallery. Call
5976 for more infornlation.

Deadline for Wallyball
Tournament
Today is the deadline to register for
Campus Recreation's wallyball tournament,
scheduled for 6:45 p.m. April 23 at the Mark
Twain/Athletics & Fitness Center. Call 5326
for more information.

SAl1JRDAY, APRIL 21
Honors College to Hold Open
House
The Pierre Laclede Honors College \vill
hold an open house for prospective students
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The open house is
free and open to the public, although regisu·ation is recommended. Call 7769 or e-mail
spencerkw@umsl.edu to register.

International Dinner
An International Dinner will be served at
6 p.rn. in The Nosh at the Millennium
Student Center. Tickets are $7 per person
and available for purchase in 261 MSC. The
dinner is sponsored by the international student conununity at UMSL. Call 6780 for
more ini"Olmation.

Observatory Open House
The Richard D. Schwartz Observatory
will bold an open house at 8:30 p.m. Guests
may view Venus, Saturn, Hercules Cluster
and M35 star cluster. In the case of
inclement weather, the open house will be
held at 8:30 p.m. April 22. It's free and open
to the public, and sponsored by the
Department of Physics and Astronomy and
Missouri Space Consortium. Call 5706 for
more information.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR -

Letters to the editor should be brief, and
those not exceeding 250 words will be
given preference. We edit letters for clarity
and length, not for dialect, correctness,
intent or grammar. All letters must be
signed and must include a daytime phone
number. Students must include their student 10 numbers. faculty and staff must
include their title(s) and department(s).
Editor-in-chief reserves the right to
respond to letters. The Current reserves
the right to deny letters.

ABOUT US - - - The Current is published weekly on
Mondays. Advertising rates are available
upon request; terms, conditions and
restrictions apply.
The Current, financed in part by student
activities fees, is not an official publication
of UM-St. Louis.
The University is not responsible for the
content of The CUrrent and/or its policies.
Commentary and columns reflect the opinion of the individual author.
Unsigned editorials refled the opinion of
the majority of the Editorial Board. The
Current requests the courtesy of at least
24-hour advance notice for all events to be
covered . Advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Currenc its staff
members or the University.
All materials contained in each printed
and online issue are property of The
Current and may not be reprinted, reused
or reproduced without the prior. expressed
and written consent of The Current.
First copy is free; all subsequent copies
are 25 cents and are available at the
offices of The Current

ADVERTISING
All UM-St. Louis· students, alumni, faculty and staff are entitled to free classified advertisements of 40 words or less.
The Current also offers display advertisements at a rate of $8.75 per column
inch for off campus advertisers and
$7.75 for on campus organizations and
departments. Various discounts may
apply. To receive an advert·ising rate
card, contact our advertising or business
staff or download a rate card from our
Web site at
wwvv.thecurrentonline.comladrates.

AFFILIATIONS
In the article titled "ABC to bring in new
Jeadership; elected positions will go unopposed" the election times were incorrect. The
elections took place between 6 p.rn. and 8
p.m.
Also, in the Student Government
Elec·

I

I

section last week, vice presidential candidate
Cadence Rippeto's major was incorrectly
stated. Her actual major is communication,
not political science.
Comptroller candidate Katie Moore's year·
and major were also incorrect. Her year and
ma·or was senior and accountin .

The Current regrets that sometimes in our
making of this publication, we make miStakes.
What we do not regret is correcting our mistakes.
To report any corrections that need to be
made, please contact The Current at 314-5165174 or by email at thecurrent@umsf.edu
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'The Current named
'Best in State' at MCMA

CHALKING FOR VOTES

charg~d

By SARAH O'BRIEN

with stealing

Alsistmlt News

. MCMA Awards
Best in State

.from grants
By JASON GRANGER

News Editor

An UN[-St. Louis employee has
been arrested and charged with theft.
after it was discovered the employee
had been filtering money from
grants into his personal bank
accmmts.
According to preliminary information provided by the UM-St.
Louis police d~pm1ment to The
Current, the employee funneled
nearly $'10,000 away from the
University.
UM-St. Louis Detective Tony
Gliemel said a wanant has not yet
been issued for an arrest, but that
step could be completed by the end
of the month.
'The person in question will be
charged," Griemel said.
Once a warrant is issued by the
St. Louis County prosecuting attorney's office, the case will go before
the St. Lguis County courts.
According to preliminary reports
from the UM-St. Louis police, the
employee had been stealing for an
nndisclosed amount of time.
The employee was.confronted by
the department head and admitted to
the theft.

Came Fasiska • A=iiJJe /'boIoEdilOr •

Vice Presidential candidate Cadence Rippeto chalks outside of t he Millennium Student
Center late Sunday night.

BLOC announces new officers during ~ Pass the Torch~ event
By CANDACE ANDERSON

Stajf l'i!ri{er
Elections for black student organizations were held last Thursday in the
Millennium Student Center.
None of the offices were conte ted.
but the Black Leadership Organizing
Council decided to continue with
elections. Although all candidates
won by default, the new officers were
formally installed during. the Passing
of the Torch ceremony last Friday.
Antoinette "Dickens, sophomore,
, will serve as the new president of
Associated Black Collegians.
"I anl ecstatic about my upcoming
term as ABC's ne\\ president,"
Dickens said.
She said ABC will have a new
begipning and a chance for a better
reputation. She also plans' to implement new programs that are not exclusive to black students, but ar'e open to
the general student body as weil.
Eric Higgins. junior, education,
will serve as vice president; Donarl
Hall. sophomore, accounting. will
serve m; treasurer: and Darren NesbitL
international busine.ss, "ill be tlre secretary.
Ke1cy Siddall, senior, e<:onornic~,
said he was proud as he passed the
torch as treasCtrer of ABC to both
Dickens and Higgins.
"1 remember when it was just a
few students in black student orgar1izations, now' there's mote and more
students getting involved," Siddall
said.
.
Jheree Coleman, junior, liberal
studies. passed the torch to Black
Student Nurse ' Association's new
president, Marina Fischer, sopho-

Editor

Lasf weekend, The Current sent
First Place
15 members of its staff to the annual
• Best Overall Newspaper
MissoUli College Media Association
• News Writing
conference at the Lodge of the Four
• Sports Photography
Seasons' in Lake of the Ozarks,
• Political/Editorial Cartoon
. where it won best overall student
• Page One Design
newspaper in the state.
• Editorial Op/Ed Page
The conference began Saturday
morning at 9 a.m. when student
Second Place
writers representing every school
• Regular Column
newspaper in Missouri attended
• Sports Column
workshoRs 111 order to better their
• Feature Photography
writing skills.
• Information Graphic
The evening culminated in an
• Page One Design
awards banquet where awards were
• Photography Page
doled out in categories from photojournalist of the year, to best sports ·
Third Place
column.
• Feature Writing
The Current won a total of 26
• Regular Column
• Entertainment Review
awards in numerous categories,
• Politica~Editorial Cartoon
competing against Missouri's largest
• Sports Page
univerSIties,
including
UM• Special Section or Supplement
Columbia, Washington University,
St. Louis University and Missouri
.Honorable Mention
State University. The Current won
• Editorial Writing
for best in Division I before it
• Feature Writing
crowned the evening by winning the
• Feature Writing
title of Best in State.
• News Photography
''1' m ecstatic about the awards we
• Nonpolitical/Entertainment Cal100n
won," said Adam D. Wiseman, edi• Page One Design
tor in chief of The Current. "I think
we won because this last year we
concentrated on being the best. We place for a photo page from
excelled in photography, writing, February 2006.
reporting and the di\!ersity of coverOther winners ineluded cartoonist Elizabeth Gearhart who won first
age on the UMSL campus."
Wiseman won first place for place for an editorial cartoon.
news writing for the coverage of the
tragic Pi Kappa Alpha fire in
December 2006, as well as second
see MCMA A W ARDS, page 11

UMSL names temporary athletics
director to replace Pat Dolan
B y JASON GRANGER

- -- - -- - .-

.- - -

.Vews Editor

MK St allings, student activities coordinator, talks about the history of black student organizations at UM-St. Louis and their importance on this campus during t he Passing The Torch
Ceremony hosted by the Black Leader ship Organizing Council on Friday.
more. nursing.
Current BSNA set..Jetary Aly&'<;a
Washington, opho l1lore. nursing. was
elected vice pre 'idem . . uirent BSNA
SGA repres entative Traci Clark. senior, nursing, was elecled secretary.
Siddal] also passed. the torch for
the Helping Hrulds organizalion. Hall
will serve as plt'sidenl of Helping
Hailds for the upcoming semeSlt'r
along with hi ' position a, treasurer of

ABC
Ronika Moody, [mance and markl'ti ng, will be continuing her positi on
in Helpjng +lands B!. vice president.
Bridget Yirak poa Member-Meneh,
sophomore, busine,~s, will be treasur· .
er.
. Clark also will serve as the II \
president for istaKeepe r. Ti ffany
\Vhi lehead. junior history, passed the
torch io Clark Shakina Sheppard.

bu, in s. Dickens ;md 1imnda Dam,
education.
Fomler pre.·tident Bru'lika Carter
pa , ed the torch 10 Dorn and
Sheppard. Dom .,.lill also serve a~ vi e
president for Go.'pel Choir.
Kendra .Clayborn . sophomore.
busin SS , \vas unable to art Ild the ceremony but will be president All offi cers will officially condu ,t business at
the end of the spring 2007 semester.

LOJi Fl anagan has been named
interim athletics direc tor at UM-St.
Louis , accordi ng to a press re leas e
from Curt Coonrod, vice provost for
Student Affairs. The announcement
was made Wednesday, April 11.
Fl anagan w ill replace outgoing
athletic. di rector Pat Dolan, who
re signed earlier this month . Dolan
was reassigned to the pro vost' s
office to aid in "student recruitmcnt. "
Fl anagan also has worked for St.
Louis University. She worked there
for 14 years. She came to UM-St.
Lou is in 2006.
"} am pleased to announce the
appoin tment of ~ ori Flanagan as the
interim direc tor of athletics. effective immediately." Copllfod said in
the pre, rele ase. "Lori joined the
m 1SL athletic deparlmelll in 2006
a. associate di rector of ath k ti cs for
adm inistrati on . "
Accordin g to the p res~ rel ease.
Flanag<ti1 ha been involved in college athletics for 25 years , working
as either a c oach or administrator.
Coonrod conducted the hiring
proces , according to Provost Glen
Cope.
"C urt chose the one who would
do the best job ," Cope said .
"Basically. it's his dec ision."
Bry an' Goe rs. student conrt chief
justice, said he is confident Coonrod
made the light decision.

''I'm sure she'll do a good job,"
Goers said. "Hopefully they can get
a full-time AD a, soon a" possible. I
think that's impo rtant. "
Goers said he is familiar with
Flanagan and i~ encouraged by the
choice Coonrod made.
Goers said Flanagan knows what
she is doing and the decision to
name her as the interim director was
'J good choice.
Beth Goetz, women's soccer
coach and member of the athletics
director search committee, said
Flanagan will do a good job.
"She's an excellent choice,"
Goetz said. "She has a wealth of
experience. The athletics dep3!tment
will continue to work smoothly
under her guidance."
The search committee to find a
permanent replacement for Dolan
met for the first time Monday. Goetz
said the meeting went well, and the
committee will begin its search in
eamest soon for the new athletics
director.
D' Andre Braddix, special support specialist for Student Life and
member of the sear'eh committee,
said while the naming of the interim
athletics director is exciting, it docs
not change the job of the committee.
"Oul' job is to find the nevi' permanent athletics director," Braddix
said. "This does not mean ViC have a
more flexible lime frame,"

see FLAN AGAN, pa.f!.e 11

Research Studies for Adults with Amblyopia

Take control of yoor
life. Take control of

You are invited to participate in research studies conducted at the
University of Missouri-St Louis, College of Optometry and
Washington University School of Medicine.

your sexual health .

In studies at UMSL (450 Marilrac Hall) you will be asked to look at patterns on a
computer screen and make perceptual judgments. Study sessions last 1-2 hours
and 10-20 hours are needed to complete the study.
You will be paid $12.00 per hour of participation.
In studies at W U (Neuro-Imaging Center) you will be asked to look at patterns on a
computer screen during a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) brain
scan. Study sessions last 2 hours and 6-8 hours are needed to complete the study.
You will be paid $25.00 per hour of participation.

Ptanning
J

Power.

If you are age' 8-60, have amblyopia ("lazy eye") and are interested in
participating in either research study please contact:
Dr, Erwin Wong (Principal Investigator) at 314-516-6516 or wonge@umsl.edu

College of

tometry

" Washington
University in Stlouis
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
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OUROPINION

STAFF VIEWPOINT

Vote.for 'MovingForward' Life long memories
The Current endorses the slate for many reasons, but warns about past campaign
promises, ~urnout, and the need to know the facts when representing the students.

r

Each year, The Current's editorial when it comes to canlpaigning, and
board meets to discuss which candi- needs to show more initiative. He has
dates we will endorse for the Student show11 that he has lofty goals. which is
Government Association elections.
good, but SGA presidents have made
We take into accOlmt the candi- a habit of making campaign promises
dates' platforms, their campaigns and they cannot keep. Some perspective
their performance in The Current from Goers would go a long way.
hosted candidate debate.
As for Mary Ann Coker, she is
After much debate among editorial dedicated to the University and wants
members. The Currellt will endorse to give something back to the school,
"Moving Forward," the slate that however, sh~ can give back by continincludes Bryan Goers for president.. uing to be involved in sUldent groupS,
Cadence Rippeto for vice president but she is not the right person for the
job.
and Katie Moore for comptroller.
The Current also endorses
The most difficult decision was for
president, when two candidates estab- Cadence Rippeto for vice president.
lished themselves as quality options. Rippeto is ru.n.nipg for the position
Both Goers and Ted Gatlin showed unopposed. In the spirit of full disclothey had the skills and know-how to sure, Rippeto has in the past worked'
for The Cllrrent .
lead the student govemment.
However, due to Goers' experience
At the debate, she showcased her
on campus and his contact with the knowledge of the CaDlpUS community
administration, Goers is the right . and her relationships with administrachoice for this year. Gatlin would tors, such as being on good terms with
make a fine SGA chairman next year, administrators in supporting the stuand very easily could be a frontrwmer dent radio station. Rippeto does work
for the president's pOSition the year hard for this University, but we worry
after. His experience as SGA presi- about her being loo involved. She is a
dent at Hanis-Stowe State University member of several clubs and there is
will certainly aid him as he becomes always a danger of bumout.
more acclimatcd to U1I.1-St. Louis.
Comptroller also was a difficult
Having served as the SUldenr decision for the editorial board. Joel
Court Chief Justiee. Goers is \vell Pottebaum and Katie Moore are runaware of the political: climate that SllJ~ ning for , the · position. After much
rounds UM-St. Louis, and knows debate, The Cun-el1( endorses M oore
which back must be scratched to get for the position . While her pelformthings done for the sUldenl<;.
ance at the candidate debate was not
We are not without concern over very inspired. her knowledge ofbudgGoers, however. He ha~ done little eting and her work in her accounting

classes will go a long way towards
bringing stability to the comptroller
position.
It was troubling to hear that neither
candidat~ knew how much money the
comptroller is responsible for when
doling out alloc ations for clubs.
However, Moore will need to work
hard on developing a more forceful
personality. The positi on demands, at
times, raising onc's voice to be heard .
One sticking point in our endorsement discussions was Moore 's stance
on keeping SUldent Activities Budget
Committee
mee ting
closed.
Pottebaum favors more transparency
in the SlillC, allowing members of
student clubs access to .the budget
meetings, which for TIle Current,
would be beneficial to report on the
happenings of the meetings.
Deciding between qualified candidates is not. easy. In the end, we have
decided to endorse the "Moving
Forward" slate of candidates . In the
past The CLl/Tent has had no qualm
about . breaking apart s,lates for
endorsements. This . year, . we are
endorsing the full slate for SGA
offices.
They hav·e good ideas . for this
University, and even if they can only
accomplish a handful of their goals,
the will leave UM-St. Louis in a better state than when they began. When
the elections begin, TIle Curren!
encourages the students of this
University to vote Goers, Rippeto and
Moore.
.

GUEST COMMENTARY
EDITORIAL BOARD

By

K ELCY S. SIDDALL

Guest Commentator

Adam D. Wiseman
Melissa S. Hayden
Myron McNeill
Paul Hackbarth
Patricia Lee
Jason Granger
Amy Recktenwald
LaGuan Fuse
(ate Marquis
Sarah O'Brien

"Our opinion" reflects
the majority opinion of
the Editorial Board

WE WANTTO
HEAR FROM YOU
As a foru m for public
expression on campus,
The Current welcomes
letters to the editor and
guest commentaries
from students, faculty,
staff members and others concerned with
issues relevant to the
University of MissouriSt Louis.

Letters to the editor
should be brief, and
those not exceeding
200 words will be given
preference. We edit letters for clarity and
length, not for dialect,
correctness, intent or
grammar All letters
must include a daytime
phone number. Students
must include their student ID numbers.
Faculty and staff must
include their title(s) and
department(s). Editor-inchief reserves the right
to respond to letters.
The Current reserves the
right to deny letters. ,
Guest commentaries are
typically longer (generally 400-600 words) on a
specific topic of interest
to readers. If you are
interested in writing a
guest commentary,
please contact The
Currents editor-in-chief.

La~t week, TIle Current published
a new' article about Black Student
Election Week. This article correctly
reports that all of the races in this eIcc- lion feaUlre one candidate; however, it
seems to focus squarely on one sUldent group, Associated Black
Collegians. The headline reads, 'ABC
to bring in new leadership; elected
PQsitions will go unopposed ' .
This article may be misleading to
many of your readers. h may lead
people to believe that this is just
another student group election with
little student participation.
I can tell you that it is more than
that. It is more than 'just another election' and it is more than one group.
B.lack Student Election Week is a celebmtion of Black sUldent leadership
on tillS campus.
This marks a time of revival of
long standing organizations as well as
newer organizations. It also comes al
the dawn of 40 years of Black sUldent
activism here at the University of
Missollli-St. Louis.

What the article failed to address
was that Black Student Election Week
was a collaborative effort by the
Organizing
Black
Leadership
Council.
The Black Leadership Oiganizing
Council, better known as BLOC, is
made up of representatives from each
Black sUldent organization on campus
as well as other interest groups.
These organizations i.nclude
Associated Black Collegians, Helping
Hands SUldent Organiz.ation, Black
Student Nurses Association, Pan
African
Snident
Organization,
SistaKeeper and Gospel Choir.
BLOC meet~ once a week to discuss ideas, issues and campus events.
BLOC also focuses on leadership
development that helps our members
become more effective leaders in their
respective organizations.
This year, all of the organizations
under BLOC decided to hold all of
their officer elections at the same
time. In doing this, each organization
had the oppormnity not only to campaign for their respected races, but to
promote all. Black sUldent organizalions.
Since ther~ were not enough 'can-

Mail:

Email:

_.-- -- ---- ----_._._--- See BLACK ELECTIONS, page 5

How do you feel about • SGA elections
• Getting a job
ihe topics we've covered? ' • Earth Day
-- - -

You can make your voice • Submit a letter to the editor
• Write a guest commentary
heard in a variety of ways! • Visi.t our online forums

·STAFF VIEWPOINT

How do you really get ~ job?
Do you remember
employed, \lil.less your
the "old" way we
closing skills are terriused to get employble. And if you schemed
ment?
up enough courage to
I was 16 and full
convinc~ the boss he did
of adrenaline and
something he didn't,
wished for the newest
you should fare well.
CDs, shoes, clothes
Now, although this is
. and Friday night serea true story, if you take
nades. And we must
out the dranlatizations,
remember this was
schemes and storybefore the Internet,·
telling, you will ~ee a
cell phones and
pattern that is simple.
By MYRON McNEILL
resumes. I went to the
First, you seek a job, ask
counter of our nearest
for and fill out an appliOpiniOns Editor ·.
Burger King and
cation, hand it to a
asked for an application. A friend of human being, interview. with a human
mine had been employed there for a being and receive employment, if all
while, and he recommended it to me.
g?es well. Aesthetically, this is simple.
r completed the application and told
Okay, now let us fast-forward to the
to wait for a "calt." The call would be a Digital-Resume Age. The process is
chance to interview for a position. But· totally different now. Seeking and getthere was a trick to this "call" thing.
ting employment is like the world of the
Sometimes your application would unknown.
get lost in piles or discarded by accident.
Sure, it has its perks, but truthfully, it
So you did not wait to recei ve a call, you has a lot of downers. Your resume talks
called them (the potential employer). In for you. Your,resume is the communicathis case, I called Burger King.
tor. Your resume is the hand shake and
Here is the second part of the trick. the convincer" of your worthiness. Your
You had to convince the manager that resume has to trick the psyche of the
..you had been calJed for an interview boss to call you, because the Burger
and that you were unavailable to receive Kings of Corporate America are highly
his or her call
secured Web sites with uiilisted numNow you and I both know, we did bers.
not get a phone call, but you have to
The Internet replaced the greasy
play your cards if you want t)1e newest counters and loud cash registers where
teenage toys. Anyway, after thoroughly applications were ollce requested.
convincing ·the manager on the phone
The computer is the so called "way
with you that he or someone from man- . and light."
agement had called you, you schedule
an appointment for the interview.
Usually, at this point you . are
See JOB, page 5

UNDER URENT
By Carrie Fasiska • Associate.Photo Editor·

What band woul~ you
invite to Mirthday?

CONTACT US
One University Blvd.
Room 388 MS(
st. Louis, MO 63121

didates to have a competitive race in
each organization, Black Election
Week was used primarily as a promotiDnal tool for Black student involvement..
The BLOC Debare was used as a
question and answer fonun_ It gave
students a chance to have a dialogue
with perspecli ve officers.
Black SUldent Election Day was
used to encourage students to get
involved in the election process, not
only in Black SUlden1 Elections but in
future elections to come.
Black Election Day wa, capped
off by our "BLOC Party", a celebration of all of the efforts by our sUldents and staff who were responsible
tbr making Black · SUldent Election
Week possible.
The week culminated in our
"Passing the Torch" ceremony ' in
which members of Black sUldent
organizations, past and present, were
brought together to give words of
encouragement as well as advice to
the new leaders of these organizations.

in

As I walked back
As the Best
. from
getting
the
State award was
award, I had one of the
about to be read to the
proudest moments of
crowd of eager colmy life, not for getting
. lege journalists. and
tht< award, but for seeadvisers, r could not
ing the joy on· the
help but think about
faces of the lmderdog.
. how it would feel to
The dedicated stubring home that kind
dents that were there,
of award to the UMBy ADAM D.WISEMAN
were hugging each
St. Louis campus.
other and not letting
I thought about all
caitor-in-Cbie!
go.
of the dedicated staff
Their faces wi II be
members that had
worked uruneasuiable hours to serve the etched in my mind foreyer because this
was a team effort. The hard work had
students.
The many nights of production and paid off, and the joy could·not be measthe toiling over what events we should ured.
So it is possible. If students get
cover and, what events we shouldn't,
together on this campus and set their
passed through my mind.
And as I looked up to see the mem- sights on a goal, an4 continue to work,
bers of The Current at the convention day in and day out, along with doing
waiting in anticipation, 011 the edges of their schoolwork, they can be successtheir seats, preparing to enter euphoria ful.
The goals may be dO\v11 the road, and
or dreading the "there is always next
year" comments, ] knew that r would it may take a couple of years to organize
it just right, but it can be accomplished.
remember this for the rest of my life.
I am proud of the studentS that make
r couldn't tell you whether or not I
was sitting or standing, I don't even up The Current, and we won this award
recall if I truly remember hearing the because of each member's dedication
full naDle come out of the pre;enter's and hard work.
mouth, It went Salt of like, "and the win-·
The Best in State award was the
ner of Best in . State is The icing on the cake for a night that was
CurrAHHHHHHHHHHHI"
filled with awards.
As I went up to get the award for the
Several awards for wri.ting and phostaff I had to wrestle away from the . tography, and several for design and cargmbbing anns and walk up to the stage toons.
I will never forget the faces each
to receive the award.
In those moments before, we were time we won, and I hope our excitement
the underdogs. We were competing with continues for years to come.
some of the best in the business ,
The night was wonderful not only
Washington University, St. Louis for us , but for the entire campus,
University, Mizzou, Missouri State, and because the University of Missouri-St
Louis is the Best in the State.
Truman.

What do you think? Send your own response
to thecurrent@umsl.edu. The person who submits
the best response each week wins a free T-shiFt.

James Burch ·

Michelle Landeau

. CJ Montiel

Lindsey Burroughs

Mike Vanoordt

Freshman
Anthropology

Senior
History·

Sophmore
Internation91 Business

Freshman
Nursing

Junior
Marketing

-The Urge beCause
everyone in St. Louis
loves them.·

-Nelly because he is
from'Sl. Louis. -

-Avenge Sevenfold
because a lot of people
could get into that. -

"Rolling Stones,
. -The Backstreet Boys,
because I'd like to see • because even though I am
Keith Richards live
not 14 anymore, I would
before he dies. still cry at their perfonnance.-
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SCIENCE COLUMN

STAFF VIEWPOINT

Honor Earth Day, take some action Remember number 42
This past weekend, more than a
thousand citizen actions focused on
global warming took place in all 50
states. The actions were part of the
"Step It Up" effort to urge elected officials, businesses and individuals to act
now to address the challenges of global warming.
These citizen actions were organized by students at Middleburg
College in Vermont and Author Bill
McKibben. Four of these events took
place in the St. Louis area alone.
Next weekend, the Earth Day festival takes place, on Sunday, April 22
on the Muny grounds of Forest Park,
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Information on
the event can be found at the official
Web site at www.stlouisearthday.org.
Earth Day originated in the 1970s
as a day to focus on environmental
issues like water and air quality and
alternate energy. Over the years, Earth
Day became more of a festival
focused on corporate-sponsored

parades, face-paint1bis should not
ing and naturebe focused only at
national leaders,
fuemed children's art
since state and
projects. In recent
local officials can
years with the rising
take action to help.
tide of concern about
global
warming,
A trip to the Earth
Earth Day events
Day event rrught
have been re-discovgive you some
ering their roots.
ideas on reducing
The trigger for the
your own personal
By CATHERINE
return to its roots is
carbon
footprint. If
MARQUiS-HOMEYER
the growing evidence --Sd~~~;'C~l~~~~~;----- you do not go to
for global warming's
the Forest Park
impact and the pressing need to event, a host of Internet sites have
address it now, before it is too late to good, practical, simple suggestions.
Both energy conservation and
mitigate the worst effects.
This year, you can mark Earth Day alternate energy can playa role in this
process. Here are some thoughts on
in a number of good ways.
Taking a cue from the "Step It Up" local steps to take:
actions and the students at
Arneren DE is considering buildMiddleburg College, you should call, ing a new nuclear power plant. Take a
write or e-mail elected officials to moment to urge them to instead conencourage action to reduce carbon sider building a wind turbine farm or
emissions.
embrace other renewable energy

options.
The flat terrain of the northern half
of Missouri should be perfect for wind
turbines. All the investment is up front
with this tecJmology, and once they
are built, nature provides the power.
Several small wind farms might be
needed, bul building them would also
provide jobs for the communities. A
host of other renewable energy
options are available and Arneren
should think 21st century about this
plan.
Nuclear power is not renewable, is
heavily subsidized and no matter what
tl1e industry says, there is still no way
to perrnanently deal with radioactive
waste that is dangerous for thousands
of years.
Using nuclear poWer is just trading
one problem for another whole set of
them.

say more for my abilities; than me in
person or by my voice. The resume
annihilates this . If you don't get
looked at, oops, if your resume does
not fit the mode of something beautiful like America's Next Top
Employee, no conversation will be
had.
TI1e way we are employed has
changed tremendously. Some people
say that potential employees should
be aware of the fact that they are in
competition with people from all over
the world.
1 say, people seeking employment

are in competition with people who
know people who can get them
employed. We have all of these cute
sayings like who you know, what you
know, when to know. And people
have arranged them to say several
things.
Just know this, all of that has made
the process so complex. Maybe we
can learn something from the ways of
the old. Hopefully, the next wave of
employers seeking to get employees
will not shw1 out the human interaction of the process.
This being the case, people who

are better in person can shine through
and use their skills in the same way as
people who benefit from the new way
of getting employment.
The new process would be allencompassing. It would encompass
the greasy counter way in conjunction
with the more teclmological process. I
don't know. As for now, I'll reminisce
on the old way and try to find a way
to convince Donald Trump that he
called me, while coming up with a
presentation for Bill Gates about the
new way people can sl).ake hands online.

students are running for major positions on SGA and Student Senate.
Next year will mark 40 years of
Black student activism here at UMSL.
This is truly a testament of the staying
power of Black student organizations.
I have certainly bene.tlted from m)
involvement in these types of orgaruza-

tions and this involvement eventually
encouraged me to branch out into SGA
and Student Senate.
?vIy hope is that organizations like
these continue to influence other student~ of olor to become great leaders
and advocates I.il.il thi campus for years
to c me .

See ACTION, page 12

JOB, from page 4
A company's Web site is where
you fill out the application, but there
is no call back number. No, there is no
one to tell you they will call you. No
computerized hand shake exists, The
process is completely non-human.
I do not have the answer but I have
my perception of it. But I think
process nun1ber one was more for me.
I like the human-to-human interaction.
Who knows? The Intemet-resume
way leaves people like me left to
hang. I have never been one to let a
piece of paper with accomplishments

BLACK ELECTIONS,

from pa,ge 4

Black Student Election Week is
more than just a bunch of elections
"'ith uncontested races. It's more than
just Black students promoting their
organizations.
It's not just about Black students
getting involved on campus; it's about
ALL srudents getting involved on cam-

pus. When we hold events such as
the.se; we not only encourage Black
students to get involved with Student
Life, we influence other students to do
the same.
People fail to realize that Black students on this campus are also UMSL
students. In fact, many of our Black

This
week
and many more all
marked the 60th
are black, and all
anniversary
of
are either in the
Jackie Robinson
Hall of Fame
breaking the color
(Mays,
Ozzie
line
in
Major
Smith,
Gibson,
League Baseball.
Aaron,
Brock),
Robinson was
will be in the Hall
the fIrst black playof Fame (Bonds,
er in the game, and
Griffey J r.) or
the
instant
he
should be (Lee
stepped out of the
Smith).
By JASON GRANGER
old Negro Leagues
Part of the
News Editor
and
into
the
problem is that
Brooklyn Dodgers,
many
young
he had the weight of the world on African-Americans are drawn to
basketball and football. Those
his shoulders.
People tossed insults at him, sports are flashier, and baseball has
saying they did not want any "nig- not made a concerted enough effort
gers" in the game. The ignorance of to draw in younger players.
It's a shame, really, because
stupid people, it seems, has been
Robinson did everything he could
around forever.
During his career. Robinson to elevate black baseball players to
enjoyed a Hall of Fame career, fin- prime-time status. Robinson's
ishing with a .311 career batting accomplishment paved the way for
average, 137 home runs, 734 RBIs, other sports to integrate as well.
197 stolen bases and 273 doubles Football and basketball soon folin just 10 years in the bigs. His best lowed baseball's example.
season was 1949, when he batted
Hockey was a little slower to
.342, hit 16 home runs, had 12 catch on, but now some of the best
triples, 38 doubles and 124 RBIs.
players in the game, including
But for all of his athletic gifts, Jarome Iginla of the Calgary
the statistic that matters most with Flames, Mike Grier of the San Jose
him is the number one. The first Sharks and Jamal Mayers and
black player who had to tolerate Bryce Salvador of the St. Louis
more than a person should have to, Blues all are black and all play
and by all accounts, he handled it prominent roles on their respective
with grace and skill.
teams.
''I'm not concerned with your
commemorate
the
To
liking or disliking me," Robinson Robinson's historic season in 1947,
once said. "AU I ask is that you several players, including every
member of the Cardinals, will wear
respect me as a human being."
For all the ground Robinson the number 42, Robinson's numbroke, it appears as though major ber, to honor him. This is a great
league baseball is backsliding. Less thing, really, that baseball is honorthan 10 percent of players in the ing its history.
Major Leagues are black. That is a
Indeed, baseball more than any
troubling figure. And it is hard to other sport, is steeped in history. It
revels in it, it lives and breathes it.
understand.
Looking back over the history But one has to wonder if we are
of the game, some of the greatest still learning from Robinson 's sacplayers were and are black. Willie rifices and efforts, when only one
Mays, Ozzie Smith, Bob Gibson, member of the Cardinals standing
Hank Aaron. Lou Brock, Barry in Robinson's number 42, Preston
Bonds. Lee Smith , Ken Griffey Jr. Wilson, is black.

LOOKING FOR LEADERS

The Office of Transfer Seni.ces
Peer Leader Program
We are seeking enthusiastic
transfer stooents that:
• Have been enrolled at m.ISL for a rninimllll of one semester
• Have a 3. 0 clllllulati ve grade point average

• Have excellent collUDlmication sIriUs

THIS RlDAY
"Lunch
with a Levislator "
Open to all'Free t&'all

• Ale people-oriented and enjoy nssisting others

• Wantto earn $7.00 hourly

• Want to obtain invaluable public relations, customer service
and leadership skills

~lNe~

• Take pride in being an UMSL student
Apply today!
For more information and to get an application.
'Hs:lt us online: www.umsl.eduHransfer
Slop by :Office ofTI"dn.',fer Sef\~ces in 225 MSC
Call Us: (314) 516-5162

~
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50,215.45
75 Team
12 Hours
1 Goal
Before the committee had even met,
SGA President and
Event Chair Nick Koechig
set a personal goal of
$50,000, and 50 teams.
'Goal Met: 411312007 .....-

..

The Relay for Life of UMSL
Committee set the goal at
$28,000 because Mizzou ~!--_!tiI!t--!
raised just over $27,000 at
their first ever Relay For Life.
Goal Met: 41612007
By March 2, 37 teams and
over 200 individuals had
registered for Relay.

r

The American Cancer Society
set a goal for UMSL's first Relay
at $15,000 with 15-20 teams.
Goal Met: 3/2/2007
CarrIe FasIska • A\ll:ritU. PiJOIo EdiJor

Luminaries spell out hope and cure on the escalators in the MSC. The Relay For Life
event was held inside because of inclimate weather.

TOP 10

Reasons to Attend
Relay For l~e at
UMSl Next Year
1. To see Aaron Golchert
dominate an inflatable
lobster again.

2. Hopefully the weather
won't call for freezing
rain.

3. To keep topping
Mizzou, even though
they have more students.

4. You wanted to compete in the White Trash
Pageant but were unable, or afraid.

5. The

'Trash Clean-up
Game' won't be on the
schedule next year.

6. Your team captain
might actually know
what Spirit Bucks are.

7. So you can come
even earlier to reserve
the coolest campsite.

8. The track might not
be more confusing than
finding your way around
JFK International Airport
on Christmas Day, while
it's snowing.

9. Your team will
remember to bring food
so you don't have to beg
for it with Spirit Bucks
10. Now that you have
seen how successful the
event is you can invest
more of your time and
energy into it.
If you have an idea for the
next top ten list or any suggestions of what you would
. like to see us cover in our
Features section, please send
your ideas to us:

thecurrent@umsl.edu
Or talk about Relay for
Life in our online forums
at thecurrentonline.com

Do You Relay For Life.?.
By

AMY RECKTE.N WALD

Features Editor

Despite the threat of impending
stonns, the first annual Relay For Life
at the University of Missouri-St. Louis
went ahead as scheduled, with some
minor changes.
According to Cadence Rippeto, PR
and Marketing chair for the 2007
Relay For Life at UM-St. Louis, the
decision to move the event indoors
was made on Thursday night. There
was a forecast of rain and storms, so
the event was moved from its original
location outside the Millennium
Student Center by the Lakes to inside
the MSC.
The track was originally around the
lakes, with the campsites placed on
Lots C and D , and the stage on Lot D.
Campsites and the stage were placed
on the first floor of MSC in the Nosh
and surrounding areas, and the track
was moved to the second floor.
Nick Koechig, SGA President, said
he was happy with the move indoors.
"Everything was so close." The partic-

ipants were able to truly interact with Relays to keep people up and ener- earlier than originally scheduled,
each other which made it feel like a gized," said Rippeto. There were three because they were starting to lose peo"community event."
co-chairs responsible for selecting the ple, according to Rippeto. Around
5:15 a.m., the closing ceremonies
The event kicked off with an expla- games.
"They picked out something they were held, announcing the final connation of the symbolism of the event,
followed by the survivor lap. Once the thought people would respond to," she tribution amount, and the winners of
walking began, entersaid .
The
games the different awards.
tainment events were
included Potato Golf,
Six prizes were awarded. Alpha Phi
launched too. There
a Person Scavenger Omega won the Best Decorated
Hunt and the very ·pop- Campsite, with their Egyptian theme,
were the scheduled
The American Cancer ular White Trash which also included an "Egyptian
games and events as
well as those hosted
Idol" mummy wrapping for individuSociety set a goal of 20 Pageant.
by different campAt
9:30,
the als. Pi Kappa Alpha won the Most
teams, and we tripled Luminaria Ceremony Sprit award by earning Spirit Bucks
sites.
their goal. began. The lights were during Relay.
Teams
were
assigned a country,
tumed off in MS~,
Nick Koechig won for the most
and
the
candles
inside
and many chose to
money
raised as an individual at
-Nick Koechig,
decorate their campthe luminaria bags $2000 and the most money raised by
Relay for life Chair
were lit. The bags art individual online. Auxiliary
sites according to
were sold for' $5 to . Services won the most money raised
their country. The
Biological Society
cover costs and as a by a team, and the top fundraising
was Madagascar, and
small
fundraiser. team online was Student Social
ran a table which sold $2 stuffed jun- Approximately 60-70 of them were Workers. The top fundraising organigle animals as a fundraiser. Delta bought. The bags were placed around zation was World Martial Arts
Sigma Pi was Germany, and their the Rotunda on the second floor for Academy with $7500.
table sold root beer, as well as a game the ceremony. "Luminaria touched
people the most," Koechig said.
of root beer pong.
see RELAY page 11
Relay wrapped up about an hour
"We took ideas from different
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lips for lowering risk of cancer
•

• Get an annul checkup
• Get a blood workup
• Reduce stress in your life
• Learn how to incorporate
change in a positive way.
• Don't participate in risky
behaviors:
Heavy drinking
Smoking
Drugs
Unprotected sex
• For more information on
cancer and the American
Cancer Society, check out:
WvVW.cancer.org
or
call 1-800-ACS-234S
-Courtesy of Health and WeIIness Services

Relay For Life nearly
doubles their goal
been earned offline.
The total amount of money earned
StafJWhter
was revealed at the closing ceremonies
The Relay For Life donation goal for nearing the end of the Relay For Life at
the University of Missouri-St. Louis 5:15 a.m. Saturday morning. The grand
reached more than $50,000, exceeding donation total carne to $50,215.45, more
the American Cancer Society expecta- than double the goal set by the Relay For
Life Committee.
tions for the schooL
According to SGA president Nick
The American Cancer Society
Koechig, "The American Cancer accepts donations during the night of,
Society set a goal of no sponsors - they and up until a week after the event on
did not have any goal of what they want- April 13.
ed to reach in terms of sponsors. We far
Checks made payable to the
exceeded their expectations." The ACS American Cancer Society can also be
also set a goal for the school of 20 turned into the Student Government
teams.·75 te,mlS registered and 65 teams postmarked for the Relay For Life.
were actually in attendance. A goal was
Some of the largest connibutions
also set by the ACS for $15,000 for the · have come from the big-name sponsors,
event.
such as U.S. Bank and Pepsi donating .
Koechig said that the UM-St. Louis around $2,500. The top pledge sponsor,
Relay for Life Committee had set a goal the World Martial Arts Academy, has
of $28,000 for the event, since MiZzou raised $7,500. UM-St. Louis' page on
had $27,000 their first year. It took the the Relay For Life Event Web site also
Columbia campus four years to reach displays the names of the top indiyjdual
contributors such as Nick and Marvin
the $50,000 mark in donations.
Donations for Relay For Life offi- Koechig, Carol Usery, Anu Vedagiri,
cially began in January 2007. However, and Rachel and Sarah Manzella, among
conuibutions to the event began to come others.
This was UM-St. Louis' first year
in as early asDecember 2006.lt was not
until the beginning of March when the holding the Relay For Life event, and
the event acquired 21 sponsors, includevent began to pick up.
More than $27,000 was raised on the ing some large corporate sponsors like
web alone, but more donations from the U.S. Bank, Pepsi, New York Times,
large'r sponsors and schocl clubs have Express Scripts, St. Louis Post Dis atch

By

ANDREW TONNER

Luminaries in memory of loved ones who died of cancer line the halls of the MSC during the first annu.
al Relay For Life on Friday, April 13.
.
and Monster Energy Drink.
Donations also came from university
organizations
like
the
Student
Government Association, the College of
Optometry, the University Bockstore,
The Current and more. Numerous individual conuibutious to the event have
also been collected online at

http://www.acsevents.org/urnsl.
events is less than the amount of money
All of the money raised from Relay the American Cancer Society sends to .
For Life events goes into a colleeted St. Louis. For instance, if
the Relay
fund, in which the American Cancer For Life events in St Louis total $1 milSociety disnibutes to various hospitals . lion, The American Ca¥er Society has
and medical schools around the country. given, in the past, more,than that amount
The amount of money raised in the St. to St. Louis hospitals7schoolS and other
Louis area from the Rela For Life facilities.
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Relay for Life makes

debut at UM-St. Louis
By AMY RECKTENWALD

Features Editor

Carrie Fasiska • Staff PI.>:>!cgmplxr

The audience cheers as Paula Rother announces Grace Ritter as a contestant in the White Trash Pageant during Relay For Life on
Friday night.

Kendra Berry: Teacher,

Student and Cancer Survivor
By AMY RECKTENWALD

Features Editor

"This ,va, my first step out mentally," said Kendra Beny, junior, secondary education, about the Relay for
Life event at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis. "I was getting out
of the box since this happened."
Berry was one of 21 cancer survivors present at the RFL event. held
in the Millennium Student Center.
She was diagnosed with stage two
gastric cancer when she was 23 yeMS
old. Within tvlO months of her diagnosis, her cancer had advanced to stage
four, the highest stage. 'Through treatments of chemotherapy and mdiology, the cancer went into remission.

"1' ve been cancer free for a year,"
Berry said.
When she was diagnosed, she was
in her first year working at teaching
social studies for a middle school,
which was a major deviation from her
original career plans.
She said she had been a political
science major, but then completed a
degree in fashion design. She was
working designing clothes when she
realized she wanted to be impacting
others more than by just having them
wear her clothes. Calling it a "light
bulb moment," she said, "It was really a God thing." She changed to working as a teacher's assistant
When she was diagnosed with
cancer, she said her biggest worry was

Came Fasiska • Sltlff Poologmpber

Kendra Berry, Junior, Secondary Education, walks as a survivor of
gastric cancer during Relay for Ute Friday night in the MSC.

not fulfilling her destiny.
"You think about dyin , but you
also t:Ifu1R a5ciut wh t you' e not
done." Berry said.
According to BetTy, the diagnosis

impacted her work by making her
more driven.
see

KENDRA,
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The University of Missouri-St.
Louis hosted its first annual Relay
for Life on April 13-14, 2007 from 7
p.m. to 7 a.m. in the Millennium
Student Center.
According to Cadence Rippeto,
junior, communications, Relay for
Life is the biggest proj ect by the
American Cancer Society. It is an
overnight event lasting 12 hours,
symbolizing the ongoing fight
against cancer and what a cancer
patient goes through. The event
starts as the s~n is setting, and participants walk through the night,
ending as the sun rises.
There are 4800 Relays held
across the country, and several are
held across the St. Louis area as
well.
Relay for Life honors those who
have died from cancer, as well as
those who have survived. Its purpose is to support research, education, advocacy and service.
The money raised by the event
goes to cancer research, as well as
other assistance to cancer patients,
such as help with medical costs.
The event was several months in
the making. In August, Nick
Koechig, SGA president, met with a
worker in Student Life about holding an event that would involve the
entire campus.
There had been a request the day
before from the ACS for campus
participation in an event.
According to Rippeto, SGA puts
on a big event every year. Koechig
brought the idea to SGA and asked if
it was something they were interested in doing.
"This way we could get everyone
involved," Rippeto said. Koechig
said that they worked very hard to
get people involved and that he was
happy with the turnout.
Starting in October, a committee
was formed to begin planning for
the event. Applications for the committee were accepted and then
picked by the ACS representative,
Koechig and Thomas Helton, who
was SGA vice president.
In January, registration events
began. A total of 662 people regis-

tered for the April relay, with 75
teams and 21 sponsors. Some of the
sponsors included Pepsi, Monster
Energy Drink, The St. Louis PostDispatch, Chartwells and The New
York Times.
A Relay for Life event opens with
a survivor lap.
Then there is a caregiver lap, for
those who have cared for a cancer
patient.
They walk the lap with the
patient/survivor. Next is a comrmmity lap where everyone present participates by walking as a group.
After that, each team has at least one
member walking throughout the
night at all times.
Once the relay walking is in full
swing, events and games are held to
keep up everyone's energy and
enthusiasm, and to keep them
awake. Some of the entertainment
included games and music.
During the evening, a Luminaria
Ceremony is held. Candles are
placed inside bags, in honor of
someone who has had, or died from
cancer.
The bags are placed on the track
and the candles are lit. During the
ceremony, all the names are read,
followed by a moment of silence.
"It's the saddest part of the
event," Koechig said.
Overall, UM-St. Louis' Relay for
Life raised $50,215.45 this year
from fundraisers and donations.
Applications are being accepted
for next year's Relay for Life committee. Cadence Rippeto will serve
as the chair for the 2008 Relay for
Life.
"The goal was to bring the campus community together," Koechig
said.
The Relay for Life team wanted
to hold an event that would close the
divide between North and South
Campus, and would involve not only
the students, but also the faculty and
staff.
According to Koechig, administration support for the event was
good, and he felt this year's Relay
was a "good starting point for the
next year, and the years to come ., .
The best part. of the 2007 Rday was
that UMSL came together not only
as a college, but as a community."

FIGHTING FOR A CURE

How would you liketo work for the

busiest restaurant in town?
~-----~.....------'...-z

If you ans ered Y
then come to:
Came

• SlnffPbologropber

Aaron Goichert, senior,business administration, wres.tles an inflatable lobster while blindfolded during Relay for Ute early Saturday morning. Aaron raced to deflate the lobster beating Jan Mayer, fiscal manager for Student Life in a student vs. staff lobster-wrestling showdown.

The Old Spaghetti Factory
727 N. First Street
Located two blocks north of the Gateway Arch in
Laclede/s Landing
We are currently hiring for all positions

No experience necessary!
You must be16 to work here, 19 to wait tables
Some of the great benefits include:
Employee discounts
Flexible scheduling
Metro Li ne Access
Set your own schedule
To find out more about Army ROTC's leader's Training Course call the Army ROTC Department
at 314-935-5521, 5537 or 5546, You may also visit our web-site at www.rotc.wustl.edu

Get your summer job early!

ruchE [.urrmt
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AT THE OUHlll

CD REVIEW

Copeland's
new album
worthy of
repeating
By RACHAEL YAMNITZ
- -- _ . _ -- - -- ------Staj/llnter

A&E ON CAMPUS
April 16-21:
International Week
events include Speaker
John Dau, "Lost Boy" of
Sudan, International
fashion show, village for
Mirthday, photo contest
awa rds, sports day, and
international dinner. For
info go to
http://www.umsl.edu/ser
vices/intelstu/i ntlweek. ht
mi.

April 17:
UMSL's student radio
station, The U (101.9
FM), ce lebrates its official opening on the second floor of the MSC
beginning at noon. Meet
the staff, explore the
new studio and enjoy
light refreshments in the
Center for Student
Success, 225 MSC.
April 17:
Flutist Matthew Allison
and pianist James
Cockman III perform the
fina l concert in Prelude
Performances series,
7:30 p.m. in Lee Theater
of Touhili. Tickets : $6
general adm ission, $3
students.
April 18:
Annual Mirthday celebration begins 11 a.m.
near the ponds outside
the MSC. Games, artists,
carnival rides and booths
from university organi zations. Local bands play
throughout the day outside. Goldfinger will
headline a 7 p.m . concert at the Touhill with
OJ Unk.

April 18-21:
2007 Greater St Louis
Jazz Festival at t he
Touhill and Jazz at the
Bistro, 3536 Washington
Ave. Touhill concerts wi ll
be April 20-21 .

TOP iTUNES
DOWNLOADS

In October, Atlanta-based indie
rockers Copeland dropped its third
album entitled "Eat, Sleep,
Repeat" It probably went unnoticed in many circles, but the album
is definitely worth a spin if you are
in the mood to sit back for a bit and
detach.
The overall feel of the album is
laid-back, slightly moody but good
to chill to. A big strength of the
album is that it sounds and feels
very natural. Nothing seems too
over-produced, which allows the
band to have a fresh feeling.
The album
slow
starts
with a short
song entitled
"Where's My
Head') "
which helps
set the tone
for the following songs.
"Eat, Sleep,
It is wellcrafted and
Repeat"
creative, and
the perfonnance
has
great emotion.
It is also a good way for a person to see if they are going to be
into the rest of the elisc. While not
an extraordinarily upbeat disc. it
seems fitting as something that
would play low in the background
of a coffee shop or while someone
tries to mentally escape.
The title track, "Eat, Sleep,
Repeat," come next. Guitarist and
B .!'h.... ati enson 's
on
vocals are at times soothing and
comforting, while at other times
seem fragile with emotion.
He transitions well from one to
the other without seeming to be
forced.
"Control Freak" followed up the
strong perfonnance of "Eat, Sleep,
Repeat" with a good melody that
was a little faster than the first two
songs. It had a more dance-like feel
and was also tapped to be the
band's newest music video.
The strength of "Control Freak"
derives from its subconscious
effect, especially during the chorus
where a listener may very well find
themselves tapping their foot or
slightly nodding their head to the
catchy beat.
Some tracks on the disc, however, do not have the same cohesion
and overall pleasing effect as the
early tracks .
"Careful Now" seemed to try to
evoke a little too much emotion
during the chorus, which did not
flow well with the more upbeat
pacing of the verses. The two just
did not seem to match, and this
made the song less impressive than
others on the disc.
Of all the tracks, "Love Affair"
was the least impressive, for the
same reasons that "Careful Now"
did not completely work.

Copeland

Carrie Fasiska • . w..<l<bU PboIo &!i/O,

The original musical "BOOTH!" chronicles the tortured existence of the brilliant American actor Edwin Booth, whose name would be tarnished forev er by his infamous brother's assassination of President Abraham Lincoln. Niyi Coker', the E. Desmond Lee Endowed Professor
of African/African-American Studies at UM-St. Louis, directs "BOOTH!" Coker also wrote the book for "BOOTH!" Barbara Harbach, professor of music at UM SL, composed the score, with lyrics by Jonathan Yordy, coordinator of public relations at UM·St Louis.

'Booth!' debut delivers a dynamic display
First-rate sets, singing make this musical sllrprisingly stroqgy,
By

CATE M ARQUIS

A&£ Editor
The debut of a musical created by
L'M-St. Louis faculty and staff, and
presented and pcrformed by university
students and alumni, is cause for celebration . The production of the play
"Booth!" means that the campus' perfOlmance arts program is coming of
age.
For that reason, the debut
of "Booth'" on
the
Touhill
stage on April
13 was expect- Director: Niyi Coker,
ed to be an E. Desmond Lee
event. What I Endowed Professor
did not expect for African!Africanwas that it American Studies.
would also be
so good.
Music: Barbara
"Booth'" is Harbach, professor of
a musical play music
based on the
life of Edwin
Lyrics: Jonathan
Booth,
the
Yordy, coordinator of
brother of John
Wilkes Booth, public relations.
the actor who
assassinated President Lincoln. The
Booths were a famous theatrical fami ly, and Edwin Booth is widely considered to be the best Amelican actor of
the nineteenth century. The play tells
the story of the Booth family, and particularly how Edwin Booth was haunt-

'Booth!'

ed by hi s brother's awful deed.
"Booth!" was created by UM-St.
Louis profes 'ors and staff, with students and al unmi in the cast providing
the technical elements. The book and
direction are by Niyi Coker, E.
Desmond Lee Endowed Professor for
African/African-American Studies,
with music by Barbara Harbach, professor of music, and lyrics by Jonathan
Yordy, coordinator of public relations.
It was presented on the evenings of
April 13 and 14 at the Touhill, and also
at a matinee pelformance on April 11.
Both the play and the production
were surprisingly good. Vv'hile
"Booth" may not be ready for
Broadway just yet and the play could
use a bit of polish, it has real potential.
I found it more enjoyable and engrossing, especially the second act, than last
year's opener at the Repertory Theater
of St. Louis "Ace," a cookie-cutter
play that, oddly, won a bunch of
awards locally.
Even the production of the play was
far beyond what was ex.pected.
Perhaps anticipating the kind of flat
sets that one commonly sees in community theaters, the audience instead
was delighted by wonderfully realistic,
fully rounded, complex sets on platforms that were rolled on and off stage.
Additional sets lowered from overhead for scene changes, and visual
effects included screens where pictures
and letters from the Booths were projected. There was a full use of the stage

Canie Fasiska • AssistaJit photo &iilor

Members of an angry mob storm Edwin Booth's house after hearing that his brother, John Wilkes Booth, killed President Lincoln in
the play "BOOTH!" on Saturday at the Touhill.

space and double curtains. The artistic
vision and detail of th.e sets rivaled
those seen at premier venues like the
Rep and the Fox.
To add to this delight, the cast was
also surprisingly good, although perhaps some cast members were better
singers than actors. However, the cast
are called on to not only act and sing
but sometimes to dance as well, all of
which they pull off with polish and
style.
Amanda Boyer played Edwina

Booth, who wrote a memoir about her
father Edwin's life and their theatrical
family. The play opened with the
grown daughter coaxing her father
Edwin (Keith Boyer) to tell her about
his life and fanlily, and particularly
about John Wilkes Booth (Thomas
Myrda). The play was presented in
flashbacks to th~ past, pel10dically
returning to the writing of the memoir.

See BOOTH, page 11

****'t?

See COPELAND, page 11

A&E PREVIEW
1. Give It to MeTimbaland

2. Girlfriend- Avril Lavigne

Jazz fest hold treats for martini music fans

3. Beautiful LiarBeyonce and Shakira

4. What I've Done-

By

TOM BREMER

Stcif!Wi·iter

Linkin Park

5. Don't Matter (explicit version)- Akon
6. Glamorous - Fergie
7. Buy U a Drank- T-Pain
featuring Yung Joe

8. The Sweet Escape
(explict version)· Gwen
Stefani

9. Don't Matter· Akon
10. The Sweet EscapeGwen Stefani

Fans of Frank Sinatra that long for
'50s "Rat Pack" cool will find a real
big band j azz treat on the university
campus this week.
Some of the biggest names in jazz
will land in St. Louis, all of which
will perform with and critique UMSt. Louis students.
April is Jazz Appreciation Month
(JAM) and Jim Widner, Director of
Jazz Studies, has invited musicians
Bobby Watson, Mike Metheny, Steve
Wiest, the S,m Gabriel 7, and Gordon
Goodwin to share in the festivities.
TIle Greater St. Louis Jazz Festival
this year has bumped up to four days
instead of the usual two.
The festival takes place April \821 at two venues - Jazz at the Bistro

in Grand Center and the Touhill
PerfOlmjng Al1s Center on campus.
Watson, Metheny and Wiest will
be at Touhill on Wednesday April 18
to critique over 750 students.
Later that night, they will be perfonning with UM-St. Louis faculty
members Jim Widner, Ken Kehner,
Bob Borgstede and Mi.ke Vandiver at
Jazz at the Bistro.
Performances are scheduled at
8:30 and 10:15 pm. Tickets are currently available through MetroTix
and Jazz at the Bistro, 3536
Washington Ave., just east of the Fox
Theater.
On Friday Aplil 20, the UM-St.
Louis Jazz Ensemb le will be joined
by Wiest, Metheny and Watson. rhey
will play under the direction of Jim
Widner at the Touhill PeIfonning Arts
Center at 8:00 p.m.
The big finale of the festival will

be Gordon Goodwin and his Big Ph at
Band.
The Big Phat Band will be making
their one appearance in the Midwest
this year at the Touhill.
Goodwin and company, a group
Mike Metheny called "one of the
greatest of our time," will be performing Saturday, April 21, at the Touhill
at 8:00 p.m.
What UM-St. Louis students, can
look forward to is reduced ticket
prices for both the Jazz at the Bistro
and Touhill performances.
Bistro pJices for students (with
valid student ID) are $10 per concert
and $15 for anyone else.
The Touhill prices for Friday's
pelformances are $9-$13 for students.
Saturday'S concert will be perfOlmed by Gordon Goodwin 's Big
Phat Band is $13-$31 for students and
$15-$35 for non-students.

P/JOto Court"')' Dallm Deblaze

Bobby Watson will perform at the Touhill Friday at 8 p.m
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RESTAURANT REVIEW

Ber~
By

offers variety.of food·

Soo SOURIYAVONGSA

Staff'li/r-iter

Berix Restaurant is. one of my
favorite places to eat The food is
delicious, the portions are big, and
the prices are low.
Located near the intersection of
Morganford and Gravois, Berix is
just a 'walk away from the historic
Bevo Mill at 50'53 Gravois. Parking
out front is metered, but for those of
you that don't want to pay, there is a
large parking lot across the street
from the restaurant
Bel1x offers a wide valiety of
items from sandwiches, entrees,
pies, and salads. Don' t be intimidated by foreign cui sine because of the
fear of ordering an item that you may
not like. On the order counter, you' 11
find a detailed menu listing .each
item and what it· contains.
My personal favorite is the
Doner-Kabob sandwich . It is
Bosnian flat bread stuffed with
spiced lamb and beef, grilled on a
spit. Jt's served' with veggies and
Turkish style dressing on top. The
sandwich easily fills an 8-inch plate
and it only cost~ $4.78. The bread is
freshly baked and the meat is tender.
Ordering this and a small soda costs
a little over $6 and ~ had a quarter of
my sandwich leftover to go.
For all you sausage lovers out
there, this next item will test your

The meat is tender imd delicious.
The Gulas will only cost you $6.50'.
You'll also find pies on the menu.
Don 't be 'deceived. These are not
dessert pies. The pies 'hl!ve a flaky
crust and are fill!!d with. various
stuffing. You can get a pie with
ground beef, cheese, potato, or.
spinach ahd cheese stl!ffing. These
seem to be a popular item ordered by
much, I suglocal Bosnian customers. A slice of
gest that you
pie' is large enough to fill a plate and
try this sandwich and see if
only costs $3,25 ..
Berix also offers some wonderful
you feel the
same
way Location: 50'53
d~sserts that only cost $1.00'-$1.50'.
afterwards. Gravois Rd.
They're in a nicely lit glass case in
. The
Cevapi
front of the counter and the easiest
Special 'offers:
costs $5.50' and
way to order is to point and choose.
Desserts at an afford- Although I don't know the name of
you' ll easily
get two meals able price, ranging in my favorite dessert, I win tell you
price from $1-2.
that it is a strawberry cake topped .
out of it.
If you don't ·
with whipped cream. It's nice and
feel like a
. light and I try hard not to order two.
There is a large plasma TV locatsa nd wich,
ed in the dining area that usually has
there are a few
entrees that they offer. The Sarma is a soccer game on. The environment
a dish of cabbage rolls stuffed with is lively, but not loud. You'll find that
ground beef and rice stuffing. The there are groups of,teenage~s as well '
Punj"ena Paprika is bell peppers as entire families. This restaurant
stuffed with ground beef and rice. and its food appeal to people of all
Both entrees are $8.50'. Last but not ages.
'least, my favorite entree is'the Gulas.
If yo u' i'e looking for a new
It's a beef stew with veggies' served restaurant to try, I suggest that you
with rice or mashed potatoes. This go to Berix Restaurant. The food is
comes with a basket full of freshly great, the customer service is good,
baked bread that is perfect for getting" and the prices are affordable. You' ll
, every last bit of stew off your plate. find yourself going back for more.
claim. The Cev.api is Bosman flat
bread stuffed with ground beef
sausage. This sandw!ch easily contains 6-8 links of sausage. I've had
friends order this monster of a sandwich only to surrender half-way
through. If yap think you're up .fpr
the challenge and you really love
sausage that

Berix Restaurant

*****

I

ST.

LOUIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

.Where

""i,,·'IOU be

this summer?
You cou ld be in a class
at St. Louis Community
College f Classes are
transf~rable, convenient
and affordable.

Summer' classes
start May 15 and
.June 4 .
Check out our online course
schedu le NOW a~ www.stlcc.edu
orcall (314)644-5522for more information.

Registration begins
Apri',9.
Our NEW Wildwood
campus opens August 2007- ,
"Take the virtual tour at
www.stlcc.edu/ww.

'St. Louis Community

College
EXPANDING MINDS • CHANGING LIVES
--

Whether you)re
interested in writing)
photography,
page design,
we have job openings and
practicum positions
available for you.
Cal] 516-5174 to learn how to
apply.

-
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Coune5y WU1U!l'Olfemomaloes..com.

Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Jeff Daniels star in the 'new crime thriller "The Lookout," directed by
Scott Frilnk.

'Lookout' a rare feat of movie making
By

CATE MARQUIS

A&E Editor

, "The Lookout" is a rare movie a fully accessible thriller where outstanding s'torytelling and .strongly
believable characters deliver fa r
more entertainment than a pil e of
special effects. And with a meaningful and s::j.tisfying human story to
boot.
Chris Pratt (Joseph Gordon Levitt) is a high school tar. A top
hockey player, he's ' good 10 king
and popular. Cocky, he revels in taking chances, confident in hi s own
abilities.
A trip down a counlly ro. d at
night with the headlights off bli ngs
an end to this world, when a c r:.L~ h
leaves Chris' girl without a leg and
Chris with main damage .
Chris is gripped by remo . e.
regret and frustration. TIl DOY ll L:e
destined for great thi ngs .now struggles with si mple tasks and a faullY
memor:. in a rehab program .
He share an apartmenl wi th
another client Le i. (Jeff D an iels). a

blind man with long hair and a ready ter with a memory problem harkens
joke. At night, Chris works as a jan~ back to "Memento," whil e snowy,
isolated landscapes bring "Fargo" to
it or at a small rural bank.
He is haunted by flashes of mem- mihd, but nothing about this flim
ory pf the night of the accident, re- nair thriller feels derivative.
playing the parts he remember of the . , The story is fresh, the characters
fully rounded and believable. Unlike
event in his
"Memento," the story is told in basimind.
cally straightforward fashion, with
S l ow I y
some flas hbacks.
regaining funcThe plot is dynamic as thriller,
lion and movfull of twists and the unexpected,
ing into larger
world, the for- Starring: Joseph
with a satisfying ending. The story is
mer hockey star Gordon-Le.vitt,
character-driven, with never a false
catches the eye Mathew Goode and
note, with more depth than you
of the leader of Jeff Da niels
might expect.
Gordon-Levitt may be one of the
a gro up of local
most unrated actors in films now,
th ug looking Directed by:"
following up a heart-wrenchi ng perfor an opportu- Scott Frank
formance in the 200'5 indie film
nity.
"Brick" with this powerful but subS mall-lime
crime boss Gary (Mathew Goode) tly developed role.
He is so very good as Chris, trybefriends Chris in a bar. Galy begins
massaging Chris ' shattered ego and ing to cope with his anger and frusfeeding hi s barely suppressed anger, tratio n at what could have been and
his present limitations and chalto recruit him for their next job,
"The Lookout'" is the work of lenges.
~c ree n vl'ri ter Scott Frank, making his
----- ---------------directori al debut. The fi lm 's characSee LOOKOUT, paRe 11

The Lookout

*****

a
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Lam talks with The Current
By LAGUAN

FUSE

Sports Editor

L

.

After recording his 52nd singles win,
senior men's tennis player Francis Lam
breaks the previous school record for
career wins. Lain broke Matt
Vaulkhard's career record of 51 wins
dwing his career, which lasted from
:2000 to 2004. Lam's season record
stands a't 18-8 while his career record is
52~30.
The Current: What was going
through your mind as you approached
Matt Vaulkhard's record of 51 career
singles wins ')
Lam: RealJy I was
even thinking
about it until I clinched it. Our matches
are so close together; I did not realJy get
a chance to think about it.
The Current: What did you do to celebrate after the win?
'
Lam: We had the weekend off, SQ I
celebrated with my friends.
Th e Current: How are you using this
momentum going into the GLVC tour-

not

narrient~

Lam: It is great momentum for sure
winning alJ these matches and the team
has won a~ well. I think that is the most
impoltant thing. We won our pa~t couple
of matches and hopefully we do well ill
the conference tournament and get a bid
to the regionals .
The Current:· If you could break ,a
crazy world !'ecord what would it be?
Lam: Eating the most cheese during a
hurricane.
The Current: What other sports do
you pby?
Lam: I love a lot of English sports,
like soccer and cricket. I like to go out
and play golf because it is really rela'(ing.

ABOVE: Francis Lam,
tennis player for UM·
St. Louis, works on his
tennis skills last
Sunday.
RIGHT: Francis Lam
practices his backhand
last Sunday. Lam's
record this season is
18·8 and has a career
record of 52·30. Lam
recently broke the
University's record for
career wins.

ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK.

The Cllrrent Who is your favOrite
soccer team')
.
Lam: Tottenbam Hotspur. It is a club
in London where I was born. I followed
them ever since I was a little kid.
The ClUTent How often do you go
back to London'?
Lam: Mostly just at Christmas and
then over the summer I usuaUy stay and
take some classes.
The Current. What are the major differences between St. Louis and London ?
Lam: Actually I live in a small town
just outside of London, It is realJy quite
a quiet life. Everything is in walking distance. I used to walk to scbool or just
walk around town, if I wanted to go to a
bar, I would just walk to the bar.
Everything is so much bigger here and
on a larger scale. College sports are a lot
bigger than back home.
The Current: Are you a big video
game player?
Lam: A little . bit. I have my
Playstation and I have been playing
Guitar Hero a lot lately, I definitely
spend too much time on that.
The CWTent ;\re there any other
tennis players in your family?
Lam: No. It is strange actually. I was
the first. My dad and my sister are musicians and I tried that but I really sucked
at it so they put me in sports, I picked up
tennis pretty easy.
. The Clirrent What do you love must
about the game')
Lam: It is a mental game. It is really
a good mental worKout. It is a big tactical battle for someone like myself being
sucb atacti~al player. I am really pleased
and happy when I can outsmart someone
on the court and get them yelling and
screanung. I just get a sad pleasure from
that.

Strong start to season doesn't last for softball
B y RACHAEL YAMNITZ

- _._

._ -- - - -- -StajJWritlJt·

Diego Jimenez
@iego Jimenelfinished·in the .:
top 10 at the GLVC
Championships that were
held April 8-10. Jimenez
came in 9th place after
shooting a 224 (77-76-71).

As a team, UMSL finished
the GLVC Championships in
9th place with help from
Jimenez. The team had a
round-three score of 923.
At the recent NCAA Spring
Regionals, Jimenez helped
the team finish in 7th place
with a team score of 594,

UM-St. Louis Women 's Conference
play started out well at the beginning of
April for the Riverwomen. April Fool's
Day was a rousing success for the team.
The tean] scored two victories orer
Rockhur,t on April first in a double
header.
The ftrst game, beginning at 2 p,m.,
saw the Riverwomcn score 11 runs in
the hour and a half long game. Katie
Bartlett had . a big game for the
Riverwomen going three for four with
one RBI. Dana Essner did well for UMS!. Louis, going two for three in the

Bad weather keeps UMSL
losing streak alive longer
By TOM SCHNABLE

During the 2004-2005
school year, Jimenez was second on the team with a scoring average of 78.8 per
round on the year.
Jimenez, born in Bogota,
Colombia, is a senior majoring in International Business.

UPCOMING
HOME GAMES
Softball .
Ap!U 18
VS. Truman State
3:00 p.m.
April 19
Kentucky Wesleyan
TBA .
VS,

Baseball
/'\0rilI7

StaJ!\Yfriter

A losing streak that has trustrated
the UM-St. Louis baseball team since
April Fools' Day bas only been lengthened by postponements due to cold
weather and rain.
For a team that saw a 15-7 record
overall and an 11-4 record in conference · play after the first day of the
month, a prolonged losing streak has
been a most unwelcome sight.
The streak began April 6 with a
doubleheader· loss at Rockhurst. In
both games, the Riverrnen lost close
games;falling in the ftrst game 4-2' and
the second one 9-8,
The second one proved to be a
heartbreaker, as both teams were tied
going into the ninth inning 5-5, and the
Riverrnen posteD three runs in the top
half to take an 8-5 lead. However,
Rockhurst responded with foW' IUDS of
their own in the bottom half for the victory,
The next day, UM-St. Louis suffered another tough defeat, as
RockhW'st scored three runs in the bottom of the ninth inning to complete the

SHORlFUSE ,

pleted the swee p of Rockhurst. Votrian inning was big for the RiverwomeJ? as Indianapolis . to face off against
scored the gan1e 'winning run on a home they cored six nms to take the lead 7- Indianapolis. The series was a bust for
run in the bottom of the ninth .. The 3. To help ensure victory the UM-Rolla theUM-St. Louis team as they lost both
homer capped ff a two hour and five squad was held scoreless in the final games to Indianapolis.
TIle first game saw the Riverwomen
minute game that had a t tal of fi ve lead three innings of play.
changes and three ti .
ll1ird basemen Jessica Keim and . fall 9-1 against the squad and while the
Beyond scoring the game winning . catcher Casey Dierkes both went three Riverwomen came back stronger offenRBI.
trian went three for fi e wi th for foW' in the victory while Danielle sively in the second gan1e, the 10 runs
three total RBI' in the 9-8 victory for Votrian and Carly Maddock both had the Riverwomen scored could not
three RBI's for the squad.
match the 14. runs by Indianapolis. The
M -St. Loui .
The follow.ing day th
1-St. Louis
The conference win put the team's biggest bright pot of the weekend had
Ca.<te Dierhisl hitting'J ~ 'tting,
Riv rwomen split t:\.v6 galri agaiil 't CiLVC !'eCoid at 5-6.
the M -Rolla squM. '[he first game
Following the play against UM- ninth home run of the season in the win
saw the Ri verwolllen fall in s ven Rolla and Rockhurst the team traveleD against Saint Joseph's.
Overall,
the
lTM-St.
Louis
innings after giving up three run in the to Renssaler, Indiana til play Saint
top of the ninth to ultimately lose '8-4.
JOseph's in another conference match- Riverwomell had a record of 17-21 ~ith
The second game however saw the up. Just like the UM-Rolla games, the a GLVC record of 6-10. The next game
UM-St. L<mis team sW'ge back to win Riverwomen split the two game series for them will be an ay.;ay game against
11-3 in' six inning of play. The thlrd with Saint Joseph 's and headed off to Quincy on Ap~l 17,

UMSL FLAMES HOLD TRYOUTS

sweep over the Rivermen with a 3-2
triumph.
The Riverrnen then. traveled to
Evansville, Ind. for a doubleheader on
April 12 with Southern Indiana. The
hard times for UM-St. Louis would
continue, as Southern Indiana took
bOth games of the twin bill, the fIrst
one 8-5 and the second 8-0.
The team then looked to return
home to end their troubles, wirp a doubleheader scheDuled for last Satur.da.y
against St. Joseph's,"but weather would
intervene on that day and lengthen the
Rivermen's suffering.
The losing skid has se~n the team
drop to 15-12 overall and .11-9 in the
Great Lakes Valley Conference. The
team has also fallen to seventh place in
~eGLVC.

. The team had another doubleheader
scheduled with St. Joseph's, which
occurreD after this paper went to press,
and any results or stats will be addeD in
the sports' bits.
The Riverment will again return to
action with road games against
Southern Indiana and Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville on Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday. Of course,
that is if the weather JXtnnits.

.

Matt Johnson • P/XJlO Editor

Taz Hossain, senior, psychology arid Stephanie Schuette senior, business administration, demonstrate a .
dance during the Flames tryouts on Tuesday night.

.

.

.

In the battle between the Yanks and Cards, can't we all get along?

Southern Indiana .
4:00 p:m,
VS.

I~~iil

25
Kentucky Wesleyan
12:00 p.m:

V5,

. Ap:'ii 28
VS, Bellarmine
12:00 p.m.
/\pril 2S
.vs. Kentucky Wesleyan
12:00 p,m.

game with three runs and one RBI.
Early on, it looked bleak for the
Riverwomen after three innings with
the score being 9-2 in favor lOf
Rocklmrst. An offensive explo: ion by
UM-St. Louis in the fifth inning propelled the RiverviOmen to victory, They
scored nine unanswered runs in the fifth
to gi vc them an 11-9 lead · oyer
Rockhurst.
The Riverwomen held 00 to win in
six and a half innings. The big blow of
the fifth inning came oiT the bat of
shortstop Danielle Votrian. She blasted
a three-run homer in the inning to help
in the nine run rally that put the 'uM-St.
Louis Riverwomen on top,
The second game that day lasted
nine innings as the Rivern'omen com-

By

LAGUAN FUSE

Sports Editor

1 got on the MetroLink the other
day and I was really surprised to have
someone I do not know tell me that I
needed to take off my Yankees' hat.
Now that may not seem too important
or shocking, but it made me realize
something about some Cardinals fans:
they are the biggest group of haters I
have ever seen,
The Yankees did not win the Worfd
Series, the Cardinals did. That does not"
mean' that I should denounce my
favorite team, I wear roy Yankees' hats
proudly to support my team. I cannot
wear a Cardinals' hat because I do not
support .the team, and I am also afraid
that my hair will fall out. I could not

figure out why the guy on the
MetroLink did not like my hat, I just
thought h was a die hard Cards fan and
hated all other teams. I was not safis7
fied with'my assumption so I asked the
man, "What's wrong with my hat?"
The only answer the stranger could '
give was, "The Yankees suck because
they have too mu.c h money and they
just buy all of . their ,players." What
does that have to do with my hat') The
way I see it the Yaf11{ees make m~ney
off of me when I buy their bats just like"
the Cardinals make money from all qf
their fans. I gave 'the Cardinals money
, last year when I went to a game, and
that is all I plan to give, I have a choice

of who to support and I choose the
Yankees.
I did not think I would start a major
debate about fan support but after
another Cardinals' fan joined in the
verbal assault against my favorite sluggers, I knew I was in for a long trip,
But once again, the biggest probleI;Il.
was the Yankees have too much money
and they btlY players to win championships. Yeah they have been known '
to do that, but last year the Cardinals
won the World Series, so why are fans
still complaining about business practices in New York?
After about 47 seconds of serious
concentration, I realized that these two

misguided baseball ·fans· and every
baseball fan like them are jealous.
They wish their team had an all-star
lineup and a seemingly endless bank
account. Unfortunately, the Cardinals
do not have either. The Cardinals won
the championship but the fans still
want more, the fan s want the Yankees .
I know the baseball season is just
getting started, but I only have a few
months before being able .to rejoice in
another Yankees World Series victory,
Even if ~e Cards pull off a miracle and
repeat, Cardinals fans will still wish
they had what the Yankees have.
Money, all-stars and fans allover the
world.
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GLVC standings: .

GLVC standings:

GLVC Women's West standings:

Team

Overall W L Pet.

Streak

Southern Indiana
SIU EdwardsvillE>
Quincy

' 26 10 .703 W4
20 10 .645 W3
19 10 .576 W1

UM·St, louis.
Drury .
Bellarmine
Saint Joseph's
Indianapolis
Rockhurst
Northern Kefltucky
UM-Rolla
UW-P.arkside
Ke'ntucky Wesleyan
Lewis

15
19
20
16
18
18
16
14
. 13
11
4

15
15
18
15
18
19
19
1.8
20
27
29

.556
.543
.526
.516
.500
486
.457
.438
.394
.289
.121

l5
L1
L2
WI
W4
L1
Ll'
WI
'Ll
WI
L10

. Team

R H E

UM-St. Louis 5 9 3 Win- Clark (2-1)
~outhem Indiana 8 12 3 Loss- Lantzy (1-2)
R H E

UM-St Louis 282 Win- Larm (5-3)
. 3 12 2 Loss- Tesson (1-2)
Rockhurst

RELAY,

22

7
'7
10
11
15
16
18
18
19
14

.811
.774
.677
.645
.583
.556 .
.550
.526 .
.525
.5 17

20
21
15
17 21 .447
16 24 .400
9 18 .333

~"

W6
L1
W6

W3
WI
WI
W2
L2
L1
L2

·UM-St. louis

UM·St. Louis I'S. MO Western L 1-8

L2

UM-St. Louis vs. Quincy

GLVC Men's West standings:

R H E

UM-St. Louis
. Indianapolis

1 7 0 Win- Wendlinger (6-4)
R H E

UM-St. Louis
Saint Joseph's

7 11 0 Win- Essner (5-4)
3 11 2 Loss- Somogyi (13-6)

W 5-3

W L Pet. SlJeak

Drury
UM·St. Louis
Roekhurst
SIU Edwardsville
Southern Indiaha
Quincy

16 2

.889 W6

10 6 .625 W2
8 6
1010
5 16
1 13

.571 W2
.500 L2
.238 L4
.071 L12

Recent Scores:

9 16 0 Loss- Moran (3-5)

April 6

L1

April 10

W2
L2

.Aprii 7

W2
W5
l2
l4'
l7

Recent Scores: .

R H E

. _ ~

Pet. Streak

13 2 .867
13 4 .765
9 7 .562
811 .421
3 9 .250
414 .222

April 13

UM·St. Louis 14 7 1 Win- Wendlinger (7-4)
10 16 2 Loss- Ogle (3-3)
Indianapolis

._ .M_

April 11

UM·St. Louis vs. McKendree

W 6-0

April 10

UM·St. Louis vs. Quincy

___ _____'__ ___.__ .__._ _.__ ______._.___
~

Despite the initial bumps to the with the turnout.
location for the event, Rippeto was
"The American Cancer Society set
pleased with the turnout.
. a goal of 20 ~earns, and w~ tripled
"I thought it was a great turnout their goal," he said.
with the weather. It was awesome to
The ACS also set a goal of
see all those people there," she said_
$15,000, which was tripled as well.
Of the 662 participants registered,
Amanda Duckwall, sophomore,
approximately 500 were in atten- biology, served as the team captain for
dance.
the Biological Society.
Of the 75 registered teams, 65 were
She felt that education was the best
present. But even with fewer than reg- part of the event, with facts being
istered present, Koechig was pleased announced as well as posted along the

MCMA AWARDS,

W

Rockhurst
Drury·
Southem Indiana
SIU Edwardsville
. Quincy

Team

from page
6
_. ________._______________.__ . . :--___

_ _ ___ __
~

Team

Pet. Streak

Recent Scores:

UM-St. Louis o 6 2 Win-Wendholt (3,-2)
Southern.lndiana E 7 1 l oss- O'Heron (1-1)

April 7

30
24
21
20
21
20

UM·St. Louis
Bellarrnine
Rockhurst

April 7

R H E

April 12

Overall. W

SlU-Edwardsville
Lewis
UM-Rolla
Indianapolis
Saint Joseph's
Quincy
Southern Indiana
Northern Kentucky
Kentucky Wesleyan
UW-Parkside

Recent Scores:
Apnl12

Page 11

W 6-0

____._.__.."

track.
She liked that the event "brings it
down to a personal level."
With a grandmother who died from
uterine cancer when Duckwall was 14
and an aunt who is a breast cancer survivor, it was important to her to be
involved with Relay, and she volun·
teered' to lead the team when they
were looking for a captain.
'1'11 absolutely be doing it again
my senior year," she said.

from page 3

- - --

from page 8

British-born Junius Brutus right romantic tone in her role as . Friday night perfonnance but nothBooth (David Carlisle), the patri- Edwin's first wife and J;dwina's ing to really dampen the enjoyarch of the Booth family, was a mother Mary Devlin, while show- ment.
successful actor, but as noted for ing. off a flne singing voice ..
The play itself has real potenhis boozing as for his Shakespeare.
Despite its serious subject, the tial, although it could use some
All three Booth sons~Edwiq, play had some lighter moments. A polishing before going on to bigger
John Wilkes and Junius' Jr. (Justi n scene where a theater manager things. The flrst act dragged a bit.
Riddler)-became actors, and their (Anthony Padgett) tracks down the and seemed held back a bit by toosister Asia (Krystyn Boras) became drunken Junius Sr. in a bar, when frequent returns to the framing
a writer. The gifted Edwin was the he is supposed to be on stage, is a device of - the conversations
rock of the family, taking care of delightful romp . Song and dance between father Edwin and daughthe often inebriated, unreliable numbers "It's Hard To Play ter Edwina. .
elder Junius and later helping the Shakespeare" and "Take A Sip,
There were perhaps too many
family weather the stonn of public Break A Leg" were great fun, well- songs in the first act, and the scene
outrage after the assassination.
sling, well-staged and well-danced. where the Booth women talked
The songs were often very Thomas Myrda's singing and danc- about cooking does not add much.
catchy or moving depending on ing were highlights, along with The blank stage while the orchestra
their moods, with both well-suited David Carlisle's tipsy Junius Sr.
played the overture, after the first
lyl1cs and tunes. Standouts on the
Arica Brown's scene-stealing song and scene, seemed awkward.
serious side included "Johnny performance as the first Mrs .
The second act was much
You're No Hero" and "Let Caesar's Booth was another delight, aided stronger, with real dramatic drive.
Blood, Be Shed ." Appealing lighter by Chance Shoults' colorful carni- I t was unfortunate, however, that
t1.)nes included "It's Hard to Play val-barker like salesman in the there was not a scene that highShakespeare," "Out We's t" and same scene .
lights Edwin's successful stage
"Southern Beauty"
One of the best song and dance career after the tragedy of the
Keith Boyer as Edwin has the scenes, "Southern Beauty," was in assassination, instead of summarizstar role and the voice to match , the second act, an ode [0 pre-war ing that infonnation quickly in diaappearing in most scenes. His por- Southern traditions. The lyrics and log in a single scene.
trayal of the dutiful, tragic Edwin sentiment of the song praising the
The foc.us seemed a bit too
was often more dour than haunted. slave-owning South were undercut much on the family's early days
Amanda Boyer was fine as daugh- . in bIilliant style by use of a racial- and gave surprisingly little time to
ter Edwina, lending another fine ly diverse cast for the song and Edwin's own storied stage career.
voice and affectionate sincerity to . dance sequence.
However, I have certainly seen
the somewhat. restricted role .
The play u sed that same worse material in professional thePerhaps Thomas Myrda as John inspired irony in a courtroom scene aters, and the topic and the music
Wilkes , or JW as he was called, where the Southern crowd taunts both have certain freshness.
delivered the best all-round per- abolitionist John Brown (Tony
Overall , "Booth!" was both
formance. Myrdaexcelled in creat- Michelack) before sentencing him enjoyable and, better yet, shows
ing a fiery, 'charismatic JW, along . to hanging. Michelack did a fine ' real promise for its future producwith fine performances as a singer job as both Brown and as Lincoln, tions. This wondeIful production
and a dancer.
reading his proclamation freeing shows just how good the campus'
In an early scene, the actor also the slaves. Michelack also showed new performing arts program
showed off his skill s at juggling some quick thinking and aplomb, . already is .
wllile playing an additional role as . coping well with a potentially
As for the new play itself, if we
a banoom patron. 0ne distraction humorous wardrobe glitch in the are lucky, we will see "Booth!"
was the curious casting of Dinah Friday perfonnance, which passed return to the Touhill after a bit
Hughes as JW' s fiancee Lucy Hale, without a giggle.
more polishing and hopefully
as the tall Hughes seemed to tower
While the cast was good and the grace other stages as well. Who
over the shorter Myrda.
staging well conceived, tl,lere were knows, maybe Broadway is awaitEli zabeth Snlith set just the a few technical bobbles in the ing "Booth!"

COPELAND,
.

The paper also won fut and sec-' afte.r, and said he was proud to have
ond, and an honorable mentions for "another set of honors for [the UMSL]
front-page design, and first place for ' students," and Chancellor Tom George
the best Opinions page.
sent an' e-mail, congratulating '
Vice Provost of StUdent Affairs, Wiseman and his staff. ''Wow-conCurt Coonrod phoned d1e staff soon gratulations Adam and The Current,

LOOKOUT,

from page 9

Director Scott Frank lets Gordon. Levitt ful.ly explore the, character, his
$uilt.a\low,,the..acc,ident, his \ ounded
male pride at his challenges, and his
ambition. We easily see how Gary's
appeals to feelings of injustice and
wanting revenge on the world work
all his mind and willpower. Mathew
Goode is excellent as the channing.

KENDRA,

manipulative Gary, who gives Chris
big doses of his own immoral philosophy along with his seducti.9n int.o
crime_ Jeff Daniels turns in another
wonderful perfonnance, as Chris'
blind roonmlate, acting as a moral
counterweight to the siren call of the
criminals .
Plain and simple, '~e Lookout"

is just a good movie, something
incre.asingly rare in straightforward,
mainstream films. Thi is the kind of
movie Hollywood once did so well,
Qut now rarely does.
'The Lookout" is playing only at
the Chase Park Plaza Cinema but it is
definitively worth a special trip.

room to a classroom focused on behavior disorders. She said as she got to
know the students. she began to see
that many of them were there for cir-_
cumstances not real mental di sorder.
"Teachers have the power to vouch
for the kids to be able to feave the program, but they don't and pass them
on," she said. She feels she really got
to "find out who the kids really were. "
Her focus in her secondary educa- .
tion major is now slanted towards special eDucation. a tough decision for her
because she was trying to decide
between history or special education.
Upon graduation, she plans to teach
special education in the high school
setting.

Making the transitory move from
fashion to education is not the only
major change in her life. According to
Beny, attending the Relay For Life
event ''was a huge stepping stone for
me." She said it gave her the inner
strength and confidence to move forward.
She said she really had not moved
forward yet, although it had been a
year since she was cancer-free, but that
by going to the event, it impacted her
personal journey and has given her the
strength to become more involved.
While she did not officially have a
team at dle event, her mother, an aunt
and two fIiend.~ came ..,,,ith her. She has
plans to have a tean1 for next year.

from page 8
~

While this song had a great chorus and meaningful. well-performeD
lyrics, the song seemed to switch,
bringing in homs to accompany the
main piano.
The latter half of the track feels
disconnected with the beginning and
the opening chorus. The lack of con-

FLANAGAN ,

sistency rcally pulled the song down.
'Tm Safer on an Airplane" almost
sounds like a Postal Service or Death
Cab For Cutie song when it frrst
begins, but once again the vocals are
what separated this song.
The soothing and comforting
consistency returns, and the song

passes almost too quickly. The disc
fulishes strong, just as it began, ,and
was paced a little fa~ter than the nliddie selections.
The band hit~ on the fresh, independently produced sound that
makes the music feel real and enjoyable.

from page 3

-------------------------------------

ccordin:; to B roddi' the c mmitt wil l m et again this wee k to
discus where the search should
foclls .
" \l; e are going to take our time
with it. " he said . " We want to
make sure we get the righJ per n

the first time. We aren't going to
ru sh thing just to say we have
someone. "
Braddix said the goal of the
committee , which also includes
Steve Moehrle, associate professor
off accounting, and Mark Dorsey.

alumnu , is to" tr)"'and i:m'Ve a- permanent athletics director named by
June or July.
' 'We aren't going to push to
hard just to find someone," he
said. "This is a process and we
want to do it right."

from page

"It caused me to have a drive and a
purpose," she said. She also said that it
was a very humbling ex.perience and
that it made her aware of the things that
everyone takes for granted.
"It made me want to belp anybody.
It was quite the roller coaster ride," she
said.
. She feels that surviving Cancer \vas
a blessing and she was being tolel
"You really need to push forward ."
She feels that by being given another
chance at life, she needs to "fulfill the
reason" for her life.
That reason could Well be found in
her career ambitions. Two and a half
years into her teaching experience. she
was moved from a social studies class-

DEBATE,

we are very proud of you."
'The staff is definitely deserving of
this. 'I hope to match or exceed our
award record next year, especially Best
in State," said Paul Hackbarth, design
editor for the newspaper.

from page 1

- - -- - --

Pottebaum a",oreed, however stating
that ·'the Greeks deserve more inoney,
a lot of dJe Greeks get involved with
everything. I think if they were given
more money they would be able to get
bigger and there would be more cmnpus, involvement."
After addressing the issue of the
Student Life procurement . cards,
Moore cited that accountability was a
key thing that she \vould change if she
. became the comptroller.
. "For instance, if you have $500 for
this program but you went and bought
lOOO pencils instead of spending the
money on the program, I want accountability so that there was some proof
iliat you completed the program,"
M.oore said.
Cadence Rippeto, junior. communicarions, is the ool y candidate for vice
president. Rippeto, who is the chair for
the homecoming conunittee, believes
that her experience with that committee will help her a<; vice president, a
pos]ti.on which is widely taken up by
homecoming.
ali have a lot of experience taking
charge over committees, which is the
main job of the vice president, along
wilD assisting the president," said
Rippeto. ''I'm going to do what I can to
make sure that when I work with whoever is the president, we know what
each other are thinking.
"We need to commwtic.ate. With
may of the three canclidates it's important to'say what's on our minds and not
hold it in because that will only cause
problems, and you all know what hapIJe"l'1ed with that," Rippeto said.
The presidential race is between

- - - -------,,_.- - -- -

three candidates, Ted Gatlin Jr., junior.
political science, Bryan Goers, junior,
secondary educ.ation, and Mary Ann
Coker a listed tutor working with the
Disabilities Access Service who will
get a masters in sociology in May.
Gatlin. a transfer student from
Harris-Stowe State University, was the
student govemment president at that
university and now sits on the execu~
tive board on the UM-St. Louis SGA.
"I've been at a University that was .
primarily Africm1 American, but now
I'm at one that is primarily not. I have
respect for every minority mld majority group. What I look at is if you 're a
human being, you deserve respect and
representation," Gatlin said. "One
thing that's important is that we recognize the diverse groups, sometimes we
say that there aren't ariy, every group
deserves to be respected."
Goers agreed, adding tl1at diversity
does not just include skiu color or sexual orientation.
"Diversity doesn 't just go on
around campus. by race, it can be those
-A,ho live on campus and those students
who commute; that's a type of diversity too." Goers said. "A lot oftinle that
is overlooked."
Goers said he also plans to address
concems about administrators not caring alxmt shldent questions.
''I've seen tons of issues that need to
be oealt with," Goers said. "I've sat on
the court where we've dealt with parking and administrators not really caring_ I want to bring student issues to a
place where they ' ll be heard and also
foUov.'ed through."
Coker ha<; had a state granl that has

".

- , , -- -- -

paid for her tuition and many years of
.eDucation and said she wants to help
the University that helped her.
"1 feel like I should give something
back," she said. "I've never had an
administrator say 'no' to me."
The debate covered issues such as
diversity and the lack of action.
"Active representation has not been
happening as I've seen here at UMSL,"
said Gatlin. "We talk about the problems, but it doesn't seem like there is a
lot of action actually happening."
"It'd be nice if the students came to
the assembly beyause they wanted to
gi ve back to the commwtity. not just to
get d1eir money," Coker said about
SGA meetings. "As a[n] SGA representative, their job is to take the information they get here back to their
organization_"
Coker would also like to see an
improvement in the use of Robert
Rules of Order. the parliamentary procedures typically used in political
rings.
Goers said he will endeavor to
make sure all representatives have a
chance to speak their minds, and this
includes having debates for as long as
necessary and not setting time limits on
SGA meetings.
"Debate should not be quashecl it's
a good thing," Goers said. "Also
involving students, and bringing more
faculty, staff and administrators would
help better the meetings."
The elections for student govemmen! executives will be held on April
18 and 19. The elections will be held
online through the MyGateway system.

MEDICAL STUDENTS

YOU PAY YOUR DUES.
.WE'LL PAY YOUR TUlll.ON.
Join the Army's Medical
Corps and you can receive a
one- to four-year "scholarship
that provides full tuition, a
monthly stipend of over $1)00
and reimbursement of most
academic fees, courtesy of the Army Health Professions
Scholarship Program . Plus, you'll receive:
• Low-cost life insurance
• Wo.rl·dwide travel opportunities
• No-cost or low-cost medical and dental care for you ,and
your family
• Rank and privileges of an Army Officer
• Generous non -contributory retirement benefits with 20
years of qua lifying service
• Flexible, mobile retirement savings and investment plan

To fi nd out more, call SFC Wilson 'at
314-739-3177 or visit
healthcare.goarmy.com/hct/53
©2DDJ Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Classified ads are free for student~ faculty and staff To place an ad,
please,sendy our ad (40 words or less) your name, and student or
emplr;;yee number to thecurrent@umsl.edu or call 516-53/6

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED
Attenti on College Stu d ents
Part-time work . $1 2 baseJappt. Flex,
Schedu les. Cust omer sales/service.
. Scholarship opportu nities, No ex perience
necessary. Call: 314-997-787 3

APT for Rent
Clean, Quiet, Spacious, one bedroom apt
Hardwood flo ors, Central ale, w asher and
dryer, o ff street parking , NO' pets, No
smok~1 g. $600/rnonth call 31 4 -369-1016

Earn $800-$3200 a mont h t o drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them ,
wWN.adcarkey.com

Quiet and safe close to Delmar Loop.
Spacious( 1100 sq, feet): 2 bedrooms, 2
st udy rooms, Ii ing room, din ning room ,
f ull bath and kitchen,New!! New bea utiful
wood f loor, new kitchen, new bath,Central
NC, off-street p arking, coin-operated laundry in the base ment. $37 5 + half
utility(gas+elec). Availa ble from end of
Ap ril. Contact: Judy (3 14)324-8480
wwjudy3@yahoo.com

Summer Jobs
ReCieve contact mformation now for summer employment at US National Parks,
Western Dude Ranches and Ti1eme Parrks.
You must apply early.
vvww.summe rjob5-research.org

SERVICES
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fOR SALE

.

V ISIT T HE CURRENT AT

Ford Escort
2000 Ford Esco rt-4 Cyl. Sedan 4 D
Power Door Locks
Power Windows
Automatic
Selling price $4.400
Contact: bOjkowszkyb@umst. edu

WWW.THECURRENTONLlNE.COM
TO FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN
PICK UP A PASS TO SEE

fronz page 5
- --

For a good description on why rate middlemen, and get more
, this is a poor option , see the Web health bonus_
site for the Union of Concemed
Combining energy conservaScientists at www.ucsusa_org.
tion and alternate energy also
The gW\ving obesity proble1:l1 , offers economic opportunities for
in this country is also linked to. .new industries. Many alternative
energy options are available now,
energy concerns.
In Europe, where obesity is less not far in the future,
Take electric cars for example,
common, people walk mnch more
than they do here. They also use While practical hydrogen-powpublic transpo11ation. You can do ered cars are still far off, the techsomething for both the environ- nology for practical electric cars is
ment and yourself by trying to available now, not just the hybrids
walk more, riding your bike and now on the road or tiny electric
cars that only go 20 miles an hour,
taking more public transpoJ1ation.
'Urge car manufacturers to
EncOlirage area officials to
expand electric light rail systems, bring back the electric cars they
offered ill Califomia in the 1990s.
a~ are available in every European
city, and take Amtrak instead of The dm\'nside of electric cars for
flying. Call or e-mail elected off1- manufacturers is the loss of revenue from all those parts and
cial to urge them to support both.
The otllcr link with weight and rep'lirs. Oil companies will not '
health is food . Europeans eat less like it but if American carmakers
fast food, You can help both your can see past thos e factors, they can
health and local farmers by buying boost their sagging market share,
Not familiar with this') Rent the
more locally grown food and skipDVD of the documentary "Who
ping tlle fa~t food oUllets.
Buying locally reduces the car- Killed The Electric Car?"
We have hundreds of ways to
bon footprin t bnt reducing energy
llsed to ship food oVer great dis- reduce our carbon emissions, as
indi\'iduals and as a nation, withtances , If you visit local fanners'
markets in· the summer and fall, out going back to the Dark Ages,
you can have a great selection of Some of them even offer new ecolocally grown foods that help your nomic oppoJ1unities or health benhealth and reduce emissions.
efits.
So let us get moving and urge
If you also buy organic, you
reduce the carbon footprint more, everyone to take some action now.
gl\'ing extra income to local farm- In honor of Earth Day. do it for
ers rather than out-of-town corpo-, your mother, Earth ,

M IRTHDAY,

Affordable Transportation
92 Ford Probe
160,000 + miles
new brakes, runs good
$1,000 abo
Call Josh @
994-7067 or 537-5073

from page 1
~mUzations, departrnen~ and
colleges of l 5M-St Louis 'Nill provide carnival theme gan1es at their
booths for further entertainment .
UPB will ha\'e Mirtbday t-Shil1S
available for purchase during the
event for $5. All proceeds wilLgo to
a charity randomly selected by
UPB.
The event wiJ] end with a conceJ1 that is to be held in the
' Anheuser-Busch Theater in the
ToulUli Performing Arts Center.
Atlanta southem-based rapper DJ
UNK wili perform at 7 p.m_ and
Los Angeles rock band Goldfinger
at 8 p.m,

Radio personalities T Ryan and

DJ Ash will be hosting contest and

Call H188-9VACANCY for More Special Offers!
Passes <H'e available on a first-oJrn, first-served basis_
No purchase necessary_\lllhile suppfres last Employees
of aD prorootional partners and their agencies are not
eligible. One pass per person. This film i s rnted R for
brutal violence and terror, brief nudity and Janguage.·

Yard sale Saturday, A pril 21 .
Clothes & appereJ junior sizes 2 -6 Size
small bosoms, Mise furniture, decorations,
and artwork ,
S am to 3pm , If r ining . it will be held
the fOllowing Sat. 3700 Gordon, St. Louis,
M o 63114
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Studentl~1

Are YOU SeXVi»

Do YOU like 10 have Fun;'

WING

G

IRl W

A N TED

MEN WANT BEAUTIFUL WOMEN BUT WOMEN WANT MEN WHO HAVE BEAUTIFUL

I

ACTION,

- -- --- ---- -

Koechig said 'that any romplaints they cannot ignore you."
Ideas on how to beneT the situation
about a professor would be added to
that professor's evaluation and taken went around the room, from ideas of
into consideration when universities counting open parking spaces to bulconsider' granting a promotion of letin board materials expressing parktenure,
.
. ing problem.
'The assembly voted in an impromp''The administration will not hire
,someone solely based on if they're ' TIl agenda action unanimously and an epolitically conservative," said Mark mail was sent to Leonidas Gutienez,
director of parking and transportation,
Bacon, junior, public policy.
In addition to the discussion on as well as to Reinhard SchusteJ; vice
ijouse Bill 213, parking concerns con- . chancellor of administrative services
sistently VQiced by the assembly as and Bob Roeseler, chief of the 1IN1-Sl
well as numero)lS students came to an Lollis police department
end_
The e-mail briefly outlined issues
Representative expressed their dis- the assembly found important, such as
pleasure when they were told that yet safety ill the available lots on South
another parking lot. lot U. would disap- Campus, location of parking, number
pear soon because of beginning con- of spaces, and a disparity between the
prices paid for parking and transportastruction of the new baseball fields.
"If we ha ve this discussion in the tion and the acrual seIYices rendered.
meeting over and Q\'er , again it's not
Schuster, Roesseler and Gutierrez
going to change anything," Carpenter were invited to the April 27 SGA meetsaid, "Get your friends into the issue, ing, the final SGA assembly meeting of
the year.
caJl and e-mail the administration until

Thank you UMSL community for your
business We have continued service to
meet your IT needs
http.llwww.central -b.com
Offerrng competitive. flexible solut ions for
everyday problems
1877 878 6258

WOMEN .

Aplil16) 2007 .

'UChc: Q1Jm:nt

AM LOOKING FOR ATTl\ACTTVE. O UTGOI N G AND WOND~RFUL WOI'1£N TO

HELP /1E ATTRACT OTHER WO M EN .

I AM

LO OKIN G f OR THE ULTIMATE WING GIRL TO

HELP CARRY ON C ONVERSATIO N S W ITH OTHER WOMEN IN BARS AND CLUBS,

SOCIAL GATHERIN GS. $ 20/HR. FOR UP TP 8 HRS, PER WEEK.
CALL 314-681 -9198 ~R MORE INFO.

[[I
ake

giving away limited editions of111e
U t-shirts as prizes, The station's
promotions director, Travis Crosby,
said he is looking forward to the
music performances.
"I'm excited about getting the
bands broadcasted live on the air,"
Crosby said.
The event will open up ""1th a
performance from Kay-Gee and
Hurc at noon and wil! be foUowed
by a variety of local acts including
Hanis Stowe State University 's
Drum line, Shock Entertai.runent,
and the Ultra Violets_

RES LIFE,

SUlers

. 0 per

-0

r

a r MOREl
www~stud e nt-sirtters.com
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While the desired growth poten- communities start off with a "stabiltial ha<; not been reached at UM-St. ity that isn 't there on a ~gular
Louis' residence halls, Klein has floor. "
faith that the program will continue
·'It·s [the themed communities]
growing.
. something you have to nurture and
Klein cited that coming into the cultivate," Klein said. "Not a lot of
dorms was "sometimes a crap- . high schools prep you for that colshoot," and that the · new themed lege experience."

*

~

U.S. Cellular@ gets me. " so I can a/ways get the score.

Two SJn~H 1-to~pilig plzzllS

Onn Gll!den rlQsh ~IQd, 8r£Jld S!ticks
~ & a 20 o~. i>oJtle of CJJkll' .

..Ii- 10 p~. Domino's PiZZij Bllffillo ChirJ:p.n

If{ Ki~' or Buff:llo Wjng~ &Bt~ad £Jim

Tennis
Date: 4114
Time: Sat 9a-1pm
Place: MT Tennis Courts
Sign up by: April 12
Division: MBcW

Mirthday V'ball
Date: 4118
Time: Wed 11a-3pm
Place: MSC
Sign up by: April 12
Division: Open

Softball & BBQ
Date: 4123
Time: Sat 12-5pm

Place: Softball Fjeld
Sign up by: April 19

Division: Coed

314-389~303~
7240 Natural Bridge

Rock Gym 101
Date: <4114
Time: Sat 1-3pm'
Place: Upper Limits
Sign up by: April 12
Drvision: Open

Wallyball

Golf

Date: 4123

Tim : Fr. Anyt,lme
Place: St. Ann G.C.
Sign up by: Just Show Up
Division: M&W

Time: Mon 630-9pm
Place: MT Rball Courts
Sign up by: April 19
Division: Coed

HERBALIFE LH'TOFF

Date: 5/5

Orink HertJalife Uftoff for
energy, clarity, and meatal
focus for those exams, .
workouts and papers ·
call 314.B09.5175
www.geHiftoffnOl.U.com/stephena
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Snapshots atjasonlove .com
Rud4

II

~(OQQlo~

Analysisll

Hi, I'm fantasizing a lot about
excessive male sexual
domination, and-...

MAXIMO

PRE

Horoscopes for
April 16 - April 22

I would say your past is
riddled with sexual abuse
... primarily from your father.
Next call .

Aries
March 21-Apni19
Happy Birthday to you l Now
that you are one year older,
you are one year closer to
death. Congratulations!

Monks don't get paid much, but
there's a lot of "upward mobility."

Taurus

King Crossword
"Nut'n But the Funk" is drawn by Current cartoonist Rudy Scoggins.
by E. Gearhart
kiuG!
G(;"

I. lllO&D '1OU TO
, !-IS B:z::Gf,GsT CAT

You IVI-VI: ANP BIttN&-

uSconeborough" is drawn by Current cartoonist Elizabeth Gearheart.

~keia's Hair SaloHby Sherry Holman ' Cold cO,IMl_en_t_'_ __ _ __ _____

Ii
.

T

____-_____

_ _ _-,

I~. gas man is s chedU\;d -,)
"

t o be come t omorrow/

--------- ---

ACROSS
1 Exam format
5 Bachelor's
final answer?
8 Spade and
Snead
12 Humanitarian
14 Snare
15 In one's
innermost
recesses
16 Anger
17 Ward heeler,
for short
18 Low pH
20 Lumberjack,
at times
23 Put an end to
24 "Metamorphoses" poet
25 Dispose of
28 Crib
29 Before
expected
30 Bobby of
hockey fa me
32 Cook in fat
34 Celebrity
35 Couch
36 Enjoys
recess
37 Perfect
40 West of
Honywood
41 Met melody
42 Like
Chicago-style
pizza
47 Treaty
48 Cameo's
opposite
49 Otherwise
50 Grant foe

April 20-May 20
There is a special da\' coming
up... not a birthday, but one you
will neverforget. Wait, it'sApril
already 7 That day has passed.

Gemini
May 2 I-June 21
I predict that you will be
writing notes to many girls this
Vleek asking if they like you.
All will say no, except one.
She will say maybe.

Cancer
June 22-July 22
Uh oh ... they raised $50,000,
that will buy 200,000 petri
dishes ... there could be a cure in
one of those.,.. sucks to be cancer.
51 Ticklish

19 Mimic
20 Weep
21 Eager
DOWN
22 Sommelier's
1 Peculiar
ken
2 Fish eggs
23 Capistrano
3 Candle count
founder
4 Pruned
Junipero
5 "American -" 25 Narcissus'
6 Morning
cousin
moisture
26 Tittle
7 With much
27 Picture of
elaboration
health?
8 Disrobes
29 Long story in
9 Saharan
verse
10 Timbuktu 's
31 "Monopoly"
land
foursome
11 Detail, for
33 Will subject
short
34 Heavy
13 Stench
hammer

36 One of the

Muppet

37
38
39
40
43
44

45
46

Leo
July 23-Aug. 22

Th ree Bears
Mock
Caspian Sea
feeder
Commands
an attack dog
Apportion
Away from
WSW
Under the
weather
Scrooge
portrayer
Alastair
Follower of
boo or yoo

Pay close attention to Nut'n
But the Funk this week. Dr.
Drew is never going to give
you a different answer. It' all
your dad's fault.

Virgo
Aug. 23-Sept 22
TIlis week your favorite
show won't come on at the
right time, there was a mix up
with daylight saVings. Instead,
it will be "Mr. Roger's
Neighborhood," and we all
know you secretly want hi
awesome sweater.

() 2007 King Fealures Synd .. Inc.

Libra
Sept. 23-0ct. 22

"Shakeia's Hair Salon" is drawn by Current cartoonist Sherry Holman

Weekly SUDOKU

ROG U E
PICTURE

JiI"ICW: .

S

·ras fUfWJ ut. .IU IiaIQ, Il5UiBI

4

INVITE YOU AND A
GUEST TO A SPECIAL
ADVANCE SCREfNINGOf

3
5

STDP BY THE CURRENT fFlCESAT
388 MILLENNIUM STUDENTCIHTfR

TO PICK UP ACOMPliMENTARY
SCREENING PASSfOBTWO.
Pa~ ore avoikmlc

while ~m Io~ t-mil
one [1 J pej household. PoiU1 01"1: I.mil&d

lh" 101m he» boon ruled R by;ho MMA for V,oo,nl ConIanl
Indudiog Some G~re h'Mge.s c nd to LJOge
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Scorpio
Oct. 23 - Nov. 21

by Linda Thistle

1ICht ~Urrtnt

Screenir,g I~ overbook.ed to er..Jt..Ke c:o.pocity.
No p' _ cons> ?ien!e. No purcOOif
nec.e.sory E-rnp~ of spOnsOrs ore ineJtg lbl&.

Your will have a great thirst
this week and a new Mr.lMrs.
Right Now will bring you what
you need.

I

7

6

Though tempting, don't spend
all of your S100 you made last
weekend ilt the dunking booth
letting out your bottled aggression,

9
8 2

1

9

2

Sagittarius
Nov. 22 - Dec 21

6

SGA elections are comina
up, you will be the pivitol voter,
because only one other person
will vote.

4
5 2 3
9 8
1
5
7
1
6 8
8
7 9
3
1 3 8
7
2
6
5 4

Capricorn
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

Dinosaurs are not real, even
though "Meet the Robinsons "
is very convincing_

Aquarius
Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
Make sure not to get caught
when you sneak away to that
special place. Especial~ if it is
longer than a Wii bit.

Pisces
Feb. 79 - March 20

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.
Students can find fH:.t:. tutoring help
at:
- Center for Academic Development
507 Tower
- Center for Student Success
MSC225

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK:

I see the future, and there are
no pictures... just a sound ...
wee?

*

DISCLAIMER:
Maximo Predicts is not
intended to actually predict
anything, most of the lime.
However, this week, there are
encrypted messages in each
and every one, and they all
have truths to be seen in them.
Don't just pass these off like
you would any other week, this
week is speciaL Not only will
you be able to have a fiesta in
your mouth at the La Cantina
Loca, but it will be a great week
for you, except you Gemini,
those many girls you "",rote
notes to will come back to
change their mind, and all will
say yes. Watch out for their exboyfriends, whom will be waiting for you in the parking
garage with wiffle ball bats.

* Moderate * * Challenging
*** HOO BOY!

© 2007 King Features Synd., Inc. World rights reserved.

-Math Lab
506 Tower

Find the answers to this week's
crossword puzzle and Sudoku at

;,.. L a,:+++-I.mH-H
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